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Le capitaine Jonathan, 
Etant age de dix-huit ans, 
Capture un jour un pelican 
Dans une fle d'Extreme..Orient. 
Le pelican de Jonathan, 
Au matin, pond un oeuf tout blanc 
Et il en sort un pelican 
Lui ressemblant btonnamment. 
Et ce deuxibme pelican 
Pond, 4 son tour, un oeuf tout blanc 
D'ob sort, indvitablement, 
Un autre qui en fait autant. 
Cela peut durer trbs longtemps 
Si I'on ne fait pas d'omelette avant. 

ROBERT DESNOS 

Book I 

FOUNDATIONS OF A THEORY 

OF SYMBOLIC VIOLENCE 



Prolixlly and rigmarole might be somewhat curtailed If every orator 
were required to  state at the beginning of hls speech the point he 
wishes to  make. 

1.-I. Roussem. 

The ie#islator, being unable to appeal elther to  force or to reason. 
must resort to  an authority of a different order. capable of con- 
straining without rlolence m d  persuading wlthout convlnclng. This 
is what has. in all ages, compelled the fathers of natlons to  have 
recourse to divine lnlenentlon. 

1.4. Rousseau, 

mc Sock1 Conrracr 

Abbreviations used in Book I 

PA : . pedagogic action 
PAu : pedagogic authority 
PW : pedagogic work, 
SAU : school authority 
ES : educational system 
WSg : the work of schooling 

The purpose of these graphical conventions is to  remind the reader that 
the concepts they stand for are themselves a shorthand for systems of 
logical relations which could not be set out in full in each proposition, 
although they were required for the construction of these propositions 
and are the precondition for an adequate reading. This device has not 
been extended to all the 'systemic' concepts used here (e.g. cultural 
arbitrary, symbolic violence, relation of pedagogic communication, 
mode of imposition, mode of inculcation, legitimacy, ethos. cultural 
capital, habitus, social reproduction, cultural reproduction), but only 
because we wished t o  avoid making the text unnecessarily difficult to 
read. 
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0. Every power to exert symbolic violence, i.e. every power which 
manages to impose meanings and to impose them as legitimate by 
concealing the power relotions which are the basis of its force, adds its 
own specihlly symbolic force to those power relations. 

Gloss I :  To refuse this axiom, which states simultaneously the relative 
autonomy and the relative dependence of symbolic relations with 
respect to power relations, would amount to denying the possibility of. 
a science of sociology. All the theories implicitly or explicitly con- 
structed on the basis of other axioms lead one either to make the 
creative freedom of individuals the source of symbolic action, con- 
sidered as autonomous from the objective conditions in which it is 
performed, or to annihilate symbolic action as such, by refusjng it any 
autonomy with respect to its material conditions of existence. One is 
therefore entitled to regard this axiom as a principle of the theory of 
sociological knowledge. 

Glou 2: One only has to compare the classical theories of the founda- 
tions of power, those of Marx, Durkheim and Weber, to see that the 
conditions which enableeach of them to be constituted exclude the 
possibility of the object-construction carried out by the other two. 
Thus, Marx is opposed to Durkheim in that he sees the product of a 
class domination where Durkheim (who most clearly reveals his social 
philosophy when dealing with the sociology of education, the privileged 
locus of the illusion of consensus) sees only the effect of an undivided 
social constraint. In another respect, Marx and Durkheim are opposed 
to Weber in that by their methodological objectivism they counter the 
temptation to see in relations of force inter-individual relations of 
influence or domlnation and to repnsent the different forms of power 
(political, economic, religious, etc.) as so many sociologically un- 
differentiated modalities of one agent's predominance (Macht) over 
another. Finally, because his reaction against artificialist conceptions of 
the social order leads Durkheim to emphasize the externality of con- 
straint, whereas Marx, concerned to reveal the relations of violence 
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underlying the ideologies of legitimacy, tends in his analysis of the 
effects of the dominant ideology to minimize the real efficacy of the 
symbolic strengthening of power relations (rapports de force) that is 
implied in the recognition by the dominated of the legitimacy of 
domination. Weber is opposed to both Durkheim and Marx in that he is 
the only one who explicitly takes as his object the specific contribution 
that representations of  legitimacy make to the exercise and perpetua- 
tion of power, even if, confined within a psycho-sociological con- 
ception of those representations, he cannot, as Marx does, inquire into 
the functions fulfilled in social relations by misrecognition (mhconnais- 
sance) of the objective truth of those relations as power relations. 

I. THE TWOFOLD ARBITRARINESS 
OF PEDAGOGIC ACTION 

1. All  pedagogic action (PA) is, obiectively, symbolic violence insofar 
as it is the imposition of a cu l tm l  arbitmry by an arbitrary power. 

Glosr: The propositions which follow (up to and including those of the 
third degree) refer to all PAS, whether exerted by'all the educated 
members of a social formation or group (diffuse education), by the 
family-group membero to whom the culture of a group or class allots 
this task (family education) or by the system of agents explicitly 
mandated for this purpose by an institution directly or indirectly, 
exclusively or partially educative in function (institutionalized educa- 
tion), and, unless otherwise stated, whether that PA seeks t o  reproduce 
the cultural arbitrary of the dominant or of the dominated classes. In 
other words, the range of these propositions is defined by the fact that 
they apply to any social formation, undentood as a system of power 
relations and sense relations between groups or classes. It follows that 
in the first three sections, we have refrained from extensive use of 
examples. drawn from the case of a dominant, school PA, to avoid even 
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implicitly suggesting any restrictions on the validity of the propositions 
concerning all PAS. We have kept for its logical place (fourth degree 
propositions) specification of the forms nd effects of a PA carried on 
within the framework of a school institution; only in the last propo- 
sition (4.3.) do we expressly characterize the school PA which repro- 
duces the dominant culture, contrlbuting,thereby to the reproduction 
of the structure of the power relations within a social formation in 
which the dominant system of education tends to secure a monopoly of 
legitimate symbolic violence. 

1.1. PA is, objectively, symbolic violence first insofar as rhe power 
relations between the groups or  classes making up a social formation are 
the basis of the arbitrary power which is the precondition for the 
establishment of a relation of pedagodc communication, 1.e. for the 
imposition and incrrlcation of a cultural arblmrry by an arbitrary mode 
of imposition and inculcation (education). 

Gloss: Thus, the power relations which constitute patrilineal and matri- 
lineal social formations are directly manifested in the types of PA 
corresponding to each successional system. In a matrilineal system. 
where the father has no juridical authority over his son and the son no 
rights over his father's goods and privileges, the father has only affective 
or moral sanctions to back up his PA (although the group will grant him 
its support in the last instance, if his prerogatives are threatened) and 
cannot have recourse to the juridical assistance which he is guaranteed 
when, for example, he seeks to affirm his right to the sexual services of 
his spouse. By contrast, in a patrilineal system, in which the son, 
enjoying explicit, juridically sanctioned rights over his father's goods 
and privileges, stands in a competitiw and even confiictual relation to 
him (as the nephew does, visd-vis the maternal uncle, in a matrilineal 
system), the father 'represents the power of society as a force in the 
domestic group' and so is able to make use of juridical sanctions in 
imposing his PA (cf. Fortes and Goody) Although there can be no 
question of ignoring the specifically biological dimension of the relation 
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of pedagogic imposition, i.e. biologically conditioned childhood de- 
pendence, it is not possible to leave out of account the social deter- 
minations which specify in every case the adult-child relationship, 
including those cases in which the educators.are none other than the 
biological parents (e.g. the determinations deriving from the structure 
of the family or the family's position in the social structure). 

1.1.1. Inso/ar as i t  is a symbolic power which, by definition, is never 
reducible to the imposition of force. PA a n  produce its own specific- 
ally symbolic effect only to the extent that it is ererted within a 
relation of pedagodc communication. 

1.1.2. Insofar as it is symbolic violence. PA can produce its own 
specifically symbolic effect only when provided with the social con- 
ditions for imposition and inculcation. i.e. the power relations that are 
not implied in a formal definition of communication. 

1 1.3. In any &en social formtion, the PA which the power relations 
between the groups or  classes making up that social formation put into 
the dominant position within the system of PAS is the one which most 
fully, though alwoys indirectly, corresponds to the objective interests 
(material, symbolic and, in the respect considered here, pedapgic) of 
the dominant groups or  classes, both by its mode of imposition and by 
its delimitation of what and on whom, it imposes. 

Gloss: The symbolic strength of a pedagogic agency is defined by its 
weight in the structure of the power relations and symbolic relations 
(the latter always expressing the former) between the agencies exerting 
an action of symbolic violence. This structure in turn expresses the 
power relations between the groups or classes making up the social 
formation in question. It is through the mediation of this effect of 
domination by the dominant PA that the different PAS carried on 
within the different groups or classes objectively and indirectly col- 
laborate in the dominance of the dominant classes (e.g. the inculcation 
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by the dominated PAS of knowledges or styles whose value on the 
economlc or symbolic market ia de f i ed  by the dominant PA). 

1.2. PA is objectively, symbollc vlolence in a second sense inso/ar us 
the delimitation objectively entailed by the f i c t  of imposing and 
inculcating certain meaninxs, treated by selection and by the corres- 
ponding exclusion as worthy of being reproduced by PA, re-produces 
(in both senses) the arbimry selection a group or class objectively 
mkes in and thmugh its cultural mbitnuy. 

1.2.1 The selection of meanings which objectively defines a group's or 
a class's culture as a symbolic system Is arbitrary insofir as the structure 
and functions of that cultwe cannot be deduced fmm any universal 
principle, whether physical, biologinrl or spiritual, not being linked by 
any 8ort of internal relation to 'the nature of things' or any 'human 
nature'. 

1.2.2. m e  selection of meanings which objecrlvely defines a group's or 
a class's culture as a symbolic system is socio-logically necessary i h r  
as that culture owes its existence to the roclal condltions of which it is 
the product and its intelligibility to the coherence and functions of the 
structure of the slgnlllyingreiations which cowtitute it. 

Gloss: The 'choices' which constitute a culture ('choices' which no one 
makes) appear as arbitrary when related by the comparative method lo  
the sum total of present or past cultures or, by imaginary varlation, to 
the universe of possible cultures; they reveal thelr necessity a~ soon as 
they are related to the social conditions of thelr emergence and per- 
petuation. Misunderstandings over the notion of arbitrarlness 
(particularly confusion between arbitrariness and gratuitousness) derive, 
at best, from the fact that a purely synchronic grasp of cultural facts 
(such os anthropologists are generally condemned to) necessarily in- 
duces neglect of all that these facts owe to their social conditions of 
existence, 1.e. the soclal conditions of their production and repro- 
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duction, with all the restructurings and reinterpretations connected 
with their perpetuation in changed social conditions (e.g. all the degrees 
distinguishable between the quasi-perfect reproduction of culture in a 
traditiond society and the reinterpretative reproduction of the Jesuit 
colleges' humanist culture, suited to the needs of a salon aristocracy, in 
and througb the academic culture of the nineteenth century bourgeois 
lycees). Thus the genesis amnesia which finds expression in the naive 
illusion that things have always been as they are', as well as in the 
substantialist uses made of the notion of the cultural unconscious, can 
lead to the eternizing and thereby the 'naturalizing' of signifying 
relations which are the product of history. 

1.2.3. I n  any given social formation the cultuml arbitray which the 
power relations between the groups or classes making up that social 
fo rmt ion  put into the dominant position within the system of cultural 
arbitraries is the one which most fully. though always indirectly. 

' expresses the objective interests (material and symbolic) of the 
dominant groups or classes. 

1.3. The objective degree of arbitrariness (in the sense of proposition 
1.1.) of a PA 5 power of imposition rises with the degree of arbitrariness 
(in the sense of proposition 1.2) of the culture imposed. 

Gloss: The sociological theory of PA distinguishes between the ar- 
bitrariness of the imposition and the arbitrariness of the content im- 
posed, only so as to bring out the sociological implications of  the 
relationship between two logical fictions, namely a pure power relation- 
ship as the objective truth of the imposition and a totally arbitrary 
culture as the objective truth of the meanings imposed. The logical 
construct of a power relation manifesting itself nakedly has no more 
sociological existence than does the logical construct of meanings that 
are only cultural arbitrariness. To take this twofold theoretical con- 
struction for an empirically observable reality would be to condemn 
oneself t o  naive belief either in the exclusively physical force of power, 
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a simple reversal of Idealist belief in the totally autonomous might of 
right, or in the radical arbltrarinesr of all meanings, a simple reversal of 
Idealist bellef in 'the intrinsic strength of the true idea'. There is no PA 
which does not inculcate some meanings not deducible from a universal 
principle (logical mason or blologlcal nature): authority plays a part in 
all pedagogy, even when the most universal meanings (science or tech- 
nology) are to be inculcated. There is no power relation, however, 
mechanical and ruthless which does not additionally exert a symbolic 
effect. It follows that PA, always objectively situated between the two 
unattainable poles of pure force and pure reason, has the more need to 
resort to direct means of constraint the less the meanings it imposes 
impose themselves by their own force, i.e by the force of biological 
nature or logical reason. 

1.3.1 m e  PA whose arbitmty power to impose a cultural arbitrary 
rests in the last analysis on the power relations between the groups or 
classes making up the'social formation in whlch is mrried on (by 1.1 
and 1 2 1  contributes, by reproducing the cultuml arbimny which it 
inculcutes towards reproducing the power relations which are the basis 
of its power o f  arbitrary Imposition (the social reproduction function 
of cultuml reproduction]. 

1.3.2. In any given social formation the different PAS, which a n  never 
be defined independently of thelr membership in a system of PAS 
subjected to the effect of domination by the dominant PA, tend to 
reproduce the system of cultuml arbiimries characteristic ofthat social 
formation, thereby contributing to  the reproduction of the power 
relations which put that cultuml arbitmty into the dominant position. 

Gloss: In traditionally defining the 'system of education' as the sum 
total of the institutional or customary mechanisms ensuring the trans- 
mission from one generation to another of the culture inherited from 
the past (i.e. the accumulated information), the classical theories tend 
to sever cultural reproduction from Its function of social reproduction, 
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that is, to ignore tlie specific effect of symbolic relations in the repro- 
duction of power relations. Such theories which, as is.seen with Durk- 
heim, simply transpose to the case of class societies the representation 
of culture and cultural transmission most widespread among anthr- 
pologists, rely on the implicit premiss that the different PAS at work in 
a social formation collaborate harmoniously in reproducing a cultural 
capital conceived of as the jointly owned property of the whole 
'society'. In reality, because they correspond to the material and 
symbolic interests of groups or classes differently situated within the 
power relations, these PAS always tend to reproduce the structure of 
the distribution of cultural capital among these groups or classes, 
thereby contributing to the reproduction of the social structure. The 
laws of the market which fixes the economic or symbolic value, i.e. the 
value qua cultural capital, of  the cultural arbitraries produced by the 
different PAS and thus of the products of those PAS (educated indi- 
viduals), are one of the mechanisms - mure or less determinant'accord- 
ing to the type of social formation - through which social repro- 
duction, defined as the reproduction of the structure of the relations of 
force between the classes, is accomplished. 

2. PEDAGOGIC AUTHORITY 

2. Insofar as it is a power of symbolic violence, exerted within a 
relation of pedagogit communimtion which can produce its own, 
specifically symbolic effect only bemuse the arbitmty power which 
nukes imposition possible ir never seen in its full truth (in the sense of 
proposition 1.11: and insofir as it ir the inculcation of a cultuml 
arbitmty, mm'ed on within a relation of pedagogic communication 
which ccm produce its own, specifimlly pedagogit effect only bemuse 
the arbiharfness of the content inculcated is never seen in its full truth 
(in the sense of pmposition 1.21 - PA necessarily implies, as a social 
condition o f  its exercise, pedagogic authority (PAu] and the relative 
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autonomy of the agency commissioned to exercise it. 
Gloss 1: The theory of PA produces the concept of PAu in the very 
operation by which, in identifying the objective truth of PA as vlolence. 
it brings out the contradiction between that objective truth and the 
agents' practice, whlch objectively manifests the misrecognition of that 
truth (whatever the experiences or ideologies accompanying those prac- 
tices). Thus the question is posed: what a n  the social conditions for the 
establishment of a relatlon of peda~ogic communication conceding the 
power relations which make it posible and thereby adding the specific 
force of its legitimate authority to the force it derives from those 
relations? The idea of a PA exercised without PAu is a logical contra- 
diction and a sociological impossiblllty; a PA which aimed to unveil, in 
its very exercise, its objective reality of violence and thereby to destroy 
the basis of the agent's PAu, would be self-destructive. The paradox of 
Epimenldes the liar would appear in a new form: either you believe I'm 
not lying when I tell you education is vlolence and my teaching isn't 
legitimate. so you can't believe me; or  you believe I'm lying and my 
teaching is legitimate, so you still can't believe what I say when I tell 
you it is violence. 

To draw out all the implications of this paradox we only have to 
think of the vicious circles awaiting anyone who might seek to bare his 
pedagogic practice on the theoretical truth of all pedagogic practice: it 
is one thing to teach 'cultural relativism', that is, the arbitrary character 
of all culture, to  individuals who have already been educated according 
to the principles of the cultural arbitrary of  a group or class; it would 
be quite another to  claim to be givlng a relativistic education, i.e. 
actually to produce a cultivated man who was the native of all cultures. 
The problems posed by situations of early bilingualism or biculturalism 
give only a faint idea of the Insurmountable contradictions faced by a 
PA claiming to take as its practical dldactlc principle the theoretical 
affirmation of the arbitrariness of linguistic or cultural codes. This is a 
proof per absurdurn that every PA requires as the condition of its 
exerclse the social mlsrecognition of the objective tmth of PA. 
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Gloss 2: PA necesarily gives rise, in and through its exercise, to 
experiences which may remain unfonulated and be expressed only in 
practices, or may make themselves explicit in ideologies. but which in 
either case contribute towards masking the objective truth of PA: the 
ideologies of PA as non-violent action - whether in Socratic and 
neo-Socratic mytha of nondirective teaching. Rousseauistic myths of 
natural education, or  pseudo-Freudian myths of non.npmssive educa- 
tion - reveal in its clearest fonn the generic function of educational 
ideologies, in evading, by the gratuitous negation of one of its terms, 
the contradiction between the objective truth of PA and the necessary 
(inevitable) representation of this arbitrary action as necessary 
('natural'). 

2.1. Insofar as it is an arbitmry power to impose which. by the mere 
fact of being misrecvgnized as such, is objectively recognized as a 
legitimate authority, PAu, a power to exert symbolic violence which 
manifests itself in the form of a right to impose iep'timately. reinforces 
the arbltmry power which establishes it and which it concmls. 

Gloss 1: To speak of recognition of the legitimacy of PA is not to  enter 
the problematic of the psychological genesis of representations of 
legitimacy to which Weber's analyses are liable to lead; still less is it to 
engage in an attempt to ground sovereignty in any principle whatsoever, 
whether physical, biological or spiritual, in short, to legitimate legiti- 
macy. We are simply drawing out the implications of the fact that PA 
implies PAu, i.e. that it 'is accepted', in the sense in which a currency is 
accepted, and dso, more generally, a symbolic system such as a lan- 
guage, an artistic style or even a style of dress. In this sense, recognition 
of PA can never be completely reduced to a psychological act, still less 
to conscious acquiescence, as is attested by the fact that it is never 
more total than when totally unconscious. To describe recognition of 
PA as a free decision to  allow oneself to be cultivated or, conversely, as 
an abuse of power inflicted on the natural self, i.e. to make recognition 
of legitimacy a free or extorted act of recognition, would be just as 
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naive as to go along wlth the theorles of the social contract or the 
metaphysics of culture conceived as a logical system of choices, when 
they situate the arbitrary selection of signifying relations constitutive of 
a culture in an original, hence mythical, locus. 

Thus, to say that certain agents recognize the legitimacy of a 
pedagogic agency is simply to say that the complete definition of the 
power relationship withln which they arc objectively placed implies 
that these agents are unable to realize the basis of that relationship 
although their practices, even when contradlcted by the rationalizations 
of discourse or  the certainties of experience, objectively take account 
of the necessity of the relations of force (cf. the outlaw who objectively 
grants the force of law to the law he transgresses in the mere fact that, 
by hiding in order to transgres it, he adapts his conduct to the 
sanctions which the law has the force to impose on him). 

Gloss 2: The weight of representations of legitimacy, particularly of 
the legitimacy of the dominant PA, within the system of the instru. 
ments (symbolic or not) securlng and perpetuating the domination of 
one group or class over others is histodcally variable. The relative 
strength of the reinforcement given to the balance of power between 
the groups or classes by symbolic relations expressing those power 
relations rises with (I)  the degree to which the state of the balance of 
power hinders the dominant classes from invoking the brute fact of 
domination as the prlnclple legitimating their domination; and (2) the 
degree of unification of the market on which the symbolic and eco- 
nomic value of the products of the different PAS is constituted (e.g. the 
differences in these two respects between the domination of one 
society over another and the dominatlon of one class over another 
within the same social formation, or, in the latter case, between 
feudalism and bourgeois democracy with the continuous increase in the 
weight of the school within the system of the mechanisms of social 
reproduction). 

Recognition of the legitimacy of a domination always constitutes a 
- historically variable - force which strengthens the established 

balance of power because, in preventing apprehension of the power 
relations as power relations, it tends to prevent the dominated groups 
or classes from securing all the strength that realization of their strength 
would give them. 

I 2.1.1. Power relations are the basis not only of PA but also of the 
misrecomition of the truth about PA, a misrecognition which amounts 
to recognition of the legitimacy of PA and, as such, is the condition for 
the exercise of PA. 

Gloss 1: Thus, as the chief insttument of the transubstantiation of 
power relations into legitimate authority, PA presents a privileged 
object for analysis of the social basis of the paradoxes of domination 
and legitimacy (e.& the part played in the lndo-European tradition by 
the brute fact of sexual, warlike or magical potency as evidence of 
legitimate authority can be seen in the structure of genesis myths and in 
the ambivalences of the vocabulary of sovereignty). 

Gloss 2: We leave it to others to decide whether the relations between 
power relations and sense relations are, In the last analysis, sense 
relations or power relations. 

2.1.1.1. Power relations determine a PA'S characteristic mode of im- 
position, defined as the system of the means required for the imposition 
of a cullural arbitmiy and for the concealment of the twofold arbitran: 
ness of the Imposition, ie. as a historical combination of the instm- 
ments of symbolic violence and the instruments of concealment (i.e. 
legitimation) of that violence. 

Gloss I: The link between the two senses of the arbitrariness inherent 
in PA (as in proposition 1 .I and 1.2) can be seen, inter alia, in the fact 
that the likelihood of the arbitrariness of a given mode of imposing a 
cultural arbitrary being at least partially revealed as such, rises with the 
degree to which (1) the cultural arbitrary of the group or class under- 
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going that PA is remote from the cultural arbitrary whlch the PA 
inculcates; and (2) the social definltion of the legitlmate mode of 
imposition rules out recourse to  the most dlrect forms of coercion. The 
experience a category of agents has of the arbitrariness of PA depends 
not only on its characterization in this twofold respect but also on the 
convergence of these characterizations (e.g the attitude of the Con- 
fucian literatl t o  a cultural domination based on the colonizers' military 
force) or thelr divergence ( e . ~  in present-day France, the detached 
attitude workingclass children manifest towards school sanctions, both 
because their dlstance from the culture inculcated tends to  make them 
feel the arbitrariness of the incuicatlon as inevitable, and, in another 
respect, because the cultural arbitrary of their class has less room for 
moral indignation at forms of repression which anticipate the sanctions 
most probable for their class). 

Every cultural arbitrary implies a social'definltlon of the legitlmate 
mode of imposing cultural arbitrariness and, in particular, of the degree 
to which the arbitrary power which makes PA possible can reveal itself 
as such wlthout annihilating the speclfic effect of PA. Thus, whereas in 
certain societies recourse to  techniques of coercion (smacking or even 
giving 'lines') is sufficient to  disqualify the teachlng agent, corporal 
punishments (the English public school's cat+'-nine-talls, the school- 
master's cane or the Koran school teacher's falaqa) appear simply as 
attributes of teacherly legitimacy in a traditional culture where there is 
no danger of their betraying the objective truth of a PAof which this is 
the legitimate mode of imposition. 

Gloss 2: Awareness of the arbitrariness of a particular mode of im- 
position or a given cultural arbitrary does not Imply apprehension of 
the twofold arbitrariness of PA. On the contrary, the most radical 
challenges to  a pedagogic power are always inspired by the self- 
destructlve Utopia of a pedagogy wlthout arbltrariness or by the spon- 
taneist Utopia which accords the indlvidual the power to find within 
himself the principle of hls own 'fulfilment'. All these Utopias con- 
stitute an instrument of Ideological struggle for groups who seek, 
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through denunciation of a pedagogic legitimacy, to secure for them- 
selves the monopoly of the legitimate mode of imposition (e.g. in the 
eighteenth century, the role of discourse on 'tolerance' in the critique 
with which the new strata of intellectuals strove to  destroy the Legiti- 
macy of the Church's power of symbolic imposition). The idea of a 
'culturally free' PA, exempt from arbitrariness In both the content and 
the manner of its imposition, presupposes a misrecognition of the 
objective truth of PA in which there is still expressed the objective 
truth of a violence whose specificity lies in the fact that it generates the 
illusion that it is not violence. 

It would therefore be pointleu l o  counterpose to  the definition of 
PA the experience which the educators and the educated may have of 
PA, particularly of those modes of imposition most capable (at a given 
moment in time) of masking the arbitrariness of PA (non-directive 
teaching): this would be t o  forget that 'there is no liberal education' 
(Durkheim) and that one must not take for an abolition of the twofold 
arbitrariness of PA the form it assumes when resorting, for example, to  
'liberal' methods in order to  inculcate 'liberal' dispositions.' The 'soft 
approach' may be the only effective way of exercising the power of 
symbolic violence in a determinate state of the power relations, and of 
variably tolerant dispositlons towards the explicit, crude manifestation 
of arbitrariness. 

If some people are nowadays able to  believe in the possibility of a 
PA without obligation or punishment, thls is the effect of an ethno- 
centrism which induces them not t o  perceive as such the sanctions of 
the mode of imposition characteristic of our societies. To overwhelm 
one's pupils wlth affectlon, as American primary school teachers do, by 
the use of diminutives and affectionate qualifiers, by insistent appeal to  
an affective understanding, etc. is to  gain possession of that subtle 
instrument of represslon, the withdrawal of affection, a pedagogic 
technique which is no less arbitrary (in the sense of proposition 1.1) 
than corporal punishment or disgrace. The objective truth of this type 
of PA is harder to  perceive because, on the one hand, the techniques 
employed conceal the social significance of the pedagogic relation 
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under the gulse of a purely psychological relationship and, on the other 
hand, their place in the system of authority technlques making up the 
dominant mode of Imposition h e l p  to prevent agents formed by this 
mode of Imposition from seeing thelr arbitrary character. Indeed, the 
simultaneity of  the changer in authority relationship which accompany 
a change in power relations capable of bringing about a rise in the 
threshold of tolerance for the explicit, crude manlfestation of arbltrari- 
ness, and which in social universes as different as the Church, the 
school, the family, the psychiatric hospital or even the firm or the 
army, all tend to substitute the 'soft approach' (non-directive methods, 
'invisible pedagogy', dialogue, particlpation, 'human relations') for the 
'strong arm', reveals the interdependence which constitutes into a 
system the techniques for imposing symbolic violence characteristic of 
the traditional mode of imposition as well as those of the mode which 
tends to take its place in the same function. 

2.1.1.2. In any given social formation. the agencies which objectively 
lay claim to the legitimate exercise of a power of symbolic imposition 
and, in so doing, tend to claim the monopoly on legitimacy, neces- 
sarily enter Into relations of competitlon. i.e. power relations and 
symbolic relations whose shucture expresses in its own logic the state 
of the balance of power benveen the groups or ciasses. 

Gloss I :  This competltion is sociologically necessary because legitl- 
macy is indklsibie: there is no agency to legitimate the legitimscy- 
giving agencies, because claims to legitimacy derlve their relative 
strength, in the last analysis, from the strength of the group or classes 
whose materlal and symbolic interests they directly or indirectly ex- 
press. 

Glou 2: Although the relations of competltion between the different 
agencies obey the specific logic of the field of legitimacy considered 
(e.g political, rellglous or cultural), the relative autonomy of the field 
never totally excludes dependence on power relations. The speclflc 
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form taken by the conflicts between the legitimacyslaiming agencies in 
a given fleld is always the symbolic expression, more or less trans- 
figured, of the relations of force which are set up in this field between 
these agencies and which are never independent of the relations of fcrce 
external lo the field (e.g the dialectic of excommunication, heresy, and 
challenges to orthodoxy in literary, religious or political history).' 

2.1.2. Insofar as the relation of pedagogic communication within 
which PA is carried on presupposes PAu in order to be set up, it is not 
reducible to a pure and simple relation ofcommunication. 

Gloss I: Contrary to common-sense prejudice and various scholarly 
theories whlch make attention conditional on understanding, in real 
learning situations (including language learning) recognition of the 
legitlmacy of the act of transmission, i.e. of the PAu of the transmitter, 
conditions the reception of the informatlon and, even more, the accom- 
plishment of the transformative action capable of transforming that 
informatlon into a mental formation (training). 

Gloss 2: PAu so strongly marks all aspects of the relation of pedagogic 
communication that this relationship is often experienced or conceived 
along the lines of the prlmordial relation of pedagogic communication. 
i.e. the relationship between parents and children or, more generally. 
between generations. The tendency to reestablish with any person 
invested with PAu the archetypal relationship with the father is so 
strong that anyone who teaches, however young. tends t o  be treated as 
a father; e.g. The Laws ofManu: 'That brahmana who is the giver of 
spiritual birth and the teacher of the prescribed duties becomes by law 
the father of an aged man, even though he himself be a child'; and 
Freud: 'We understand now our relations with our teachers. These men. 
who were not even fathers themselves, became for us paternal sub- 
stitutes. That is why they struck as so mature, so inaccessibly adult, 
even when they were still very young. We transferred onto them the 
respect and hopes the omniscient father of our childhood inspired in us, 
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and we started to treat them as we used to treat our father at home.' 

2.1.2.1. Insofar as every PA that is exerted cornman& a PAu from the 
outset, the relation of pedagogi'c communication owes its specific 
characteristics to the fact that i t  is entirely dispensed fmm the necessiry 
of producing the conditions for its own establishment and perpetua- 
tion. 

Gioss: The professional ideology which transmutes the relation of 
pedagogic communlcation into an elective encounter between the 
'master' and the 'disciple' induces teachers to misrecognize in their 
professional practice or deny in their discourse the objectlve conditions 
of that practice, and to behave objectively, as Weber says, like 'little 
prophets in the pay of the State'. Contrary to what is proclaimed by 
such ideology, the relation of pedagogic communication differs from 
the various forms of communicative relation set up by agents or 
agencies whlch, seeking to exert a power of symbolic violence in the 
absence of any previous, permanent authority, are obliged to win and 
endlessly rewin the social recognition that PAu confers from the outset, 
once and for all. This explains why agents or institutions who, without 
commanding a PAu from the outset, presume to exercise the power of 
symbolic violence (propagandists, publicists, scientific popularizers, 
healers, etc.), tend to seek social respectability by usurplng the direct or 
inverted appearances of legitimate practice. ilke the sorcerer, whose 
action stands in a homologous relation t o  the PA of the priest (e.g. the 
'scientific' or 'educational' guarantees Invoked by publicity and even 
scientific popularization). 

2.1.2.2. Because every PA that is exerted commands by definition a 
PAu, the pedqgogic transmitters are from the outset designated as f i t  to 
tmnsmit that which they tmnsmit, hence entitled to impose its recep 
tion and test its inculcation by means of socially approved or yaran- 
teed sanctions. 
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Gloss 1: The concept of PAu clearly has no normative content. To say 
that the relation of pedagogic communication presupposes the PAu of 
the pedagogic agency (agent or institution) in no way prejudges the 
value intrinsically attached to that PAu, since PAu has precisely the 
effect of ensuring the social value of the PA, regardless of the 'intrinsic' 
value of the agency exerting it, and whatever, for example, the degree 
of technical or charismatic qualification of the transmitter. With the 
concept of PAu we are able to escape the pre-sociological illusion of 
crediting the person of the transmitter with the technical competence 
or personal authority which is, in reality, automatically conferred on 
every pedagogic transmitter by the traditionally and institutionally 
guaranteed position he occupies in a relation of pedagogic communica- 
tion. 

Gloss 2: Because the sending of a message within a relation of peda- 
gogic communication always transmits at least the affirmation of the 
value of the PA, the PAu which guarantees the communication always 
tends to eliminate the question of the informative efficiency of the 
communication. Roof that the relation of pedagogic communication is 
irreducible to a formally defined relation of communication and that 
the informational content of the message does not exhaust the content 
of the communication, may be seen in the fact that the relation of 
pedagogic communication can be maintained as such even when the 
information transmitted tends towards zero, as in the limiting case of 
initiatory teaching or, closer to home, in some literary education. 

2.1.2.3. Because every PA that is exerted commands by definition a 
PAu, the pedagogic receivers are disposed from the outset to recopize 
the le&itimacy of the information transmitted and the PAu of the 
pedagogic tmnsmitters, hence to receive and internalize the message. 

2.1.2.4. In  any given social formation. the specifically symbolic force 
of the sanctions, physical or symbolic, positive or negotive, juridically 
yamnteed or not, which ensure, strengthen and Ia~tingly consecmte 
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the effect of a PA, is greater the more the gmups or classes to which 
they ore applied are disposed to recognize the PAu which imposes 
them. 

2.1.3. In any given social formation the legitimate PA, ie. the PA 
endowed with the dominant legitimacy, is nothing other than the 
arbitrary imposition of the domlnant cultural arbitrary insofar as it is 
mlsrecognized in its objective m t h  as the dominant PA and the 
Imposition ofthe dominant culture (by I.1.3and 2.1). 

Gloss: The monopoly on the domlnant cultural legitimacy is always 
the object of competition between institutions or agents. It follows 
from thls that the imposition of a cultural orthodoxy corresponds to a 
particular form of the structure of the field of competition, whose 
particularity becomes fully apparent only when compared with other 
possible forms such as eclecticism and syncretirim, the academic answer 
to  the problems ralsed by competltlon for legitimacy in the intellectual 
or artistlc neld and competition between the values and ideologies of 
different fractions of the dominant classes. 

2.2. Insofor 0s It Is invested with a PAu, PA tends to produce mis. 
recognition of the objective truth of cultural arbitrariness because, 
belng recognized as a legitimate of imposition, it tends to 
produce recognltlon of the cultuml arbitrory It Inculcates as legitimate 
culture. 

2.2.1. Insofar as every PA that is ererted commands a PAu from the 
outset. the relation of pedagogic communication within whlch PA is 
carried on tends to produce the legitimacy of what it transmits, by 
designating what it tmnsmits - by the mere fact of fransmitting it 
legitimately - as worthy of transmission, as opposed to what it does 
not tmnsmlt. 

Gloss I: This is the basis of the sociological possibility of PA, which 
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inquiry into the absoiute beginning of PA - an inquiry as fictitious in 
its own way as the speculation which runs into the deadends of the 
soclal contract or the 'pre-linguistic situation' - woul'd lead one t o  
regard as logically impossible, as Is shown by the paradox of the 
Euthydemus, which rests on  the hldden poatulate of a PA without PAu: 
what you know, you don't need to  learn; what you don't know, you 
can't learn, because you don't know what you need t o  learn. 

Gloss 2: If one reduces the relation of pedagogic communication to  a 
pure and simple relation of communication, one is unable to  under. 
stand the social conditions of its specifically symbolic and specifically 
pedagogic efficacy which lie precisely in concealment of the' fact that i t  
is not a simple relation of communicatlon; by the same token one is 
obliged to  assume a 'need for information' In the receivers, a need, 
moreover, informed as t o  the information fit to  satisfy it and pre- 
existing the social and pedagogic conditions of its production. 

2.2.2. In any given social formation, legitimate culture, ie. the culture 
endowed with the dominant legitimacy, is nothing other than the 
d o m i ~ n t  cultural mbitraiy insofar as it is misrecognized in its oblective 
huth 0s a cultural arbitrary and us the dominant cultural arbitrary 
(by 1.2.3 and 2.21. 

Gloss: The cultural arbitraries reproduced by the different Pkr can 
never be defined independently of their place In a system of cultural 
arbitraries more or less integrated depending on the social formation 
but always subject t o  the domination of the dominant cultural arbl- 
trary. Failure t o  recognize this fact is the source of the contradictions 
both of ideology concerning the culture of dominated classes and 
nations and of drawing-room chatter about cultural 'alienation' and 
'dis-alienation'. Blindness t o  what the legitlmate culture and the domi- 
nated culture owe t o  the structure of their symbolic relations, i.e. to 
the structure of the relation of domination between the classes, inspires 
on the one hand the 'culture for the masses' programme of 'liberating' 
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the dominated classes by giving them the means of appropriating 
legitimate culture as such, with all it owes to  its functions of distinction 
and legitimation (0.g. the curricula of the UniversitPspopulaires3 or  the 
Jacobin defence of the teaching of  Latln); and on the other hand the 
popullst project of decreeing the legitimacy of the cultural arbitrary of 
the domlnated classes as constituted In and by the fact of Its dominated 
posltion, canonizing it as 'popular culture'. This antinomy of the 
dominated ideology, whlch is directly expressed in the practice and 
dlscourse of the domlnated classes (In the form, for example, of 
alternation between a sense of cultural unworthiness and aggressive 
depreciation of tha dominant culture) and whlch spokesmen, whether 
or nor mandated by these classes, reproduce and amplify (compllcatlng 
It with the contradictions of thelr own relation to  the domlnated classes 
and their contndlctions, e.g. pmletkult), can outlive the social con- 
ditions which produce it, as Is attested by the ideologies and even the 
cultural policles o f  formerly domlnated classes or  natlons, which oscii- 
late between the aim of recovering the cultural heritage bequeathed by 
the dominant classes or natlons and the aim of rehabilitating the 
survivals of the dominated culture. 

2.3. Every agency (agent or instlhrtlon) exerting a PA commands PAu 
only in its enpacify aa the mandated representative of the groups or 
classes whose cultural arbimrry it imposes in accordance with a mode of 
imposition defined by that arbitrary, Le, aa the delegated holder of the 
right to exercise symbolic violence. 

Gloss: 'Delegation of authority' does not imply the existence of an 
expllcit agreement, still less a coditied contract, between a group or 
class and a pedagogic agency, although, even in the case of the family 
PA of a traditional society, the pedagogic agency's PAu may be juri- 
dically recognized and sanctioned (cf. Gloss on proposltion 1.1). Even 
when certain aspects of the agency's PAu are explicitly codified (e.g. 
the codification of the tight of violence on whlch patria potestas is 
based, or the jurldlcal limitations on paternal PAu in modern societies, 
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or again the delimitation of  the syllabus and legal conditions of employ- 
ment in an educational institution). 'all in not contractual in the 
contract' of delegatlon. To speakof delegation of authority is simply to  
name the social conditions for the exercise of a PA, i.e. cultural 
proximity between the cultural arbitrary imposed by that PA and the 
cultural arbilraries of the groups or  classes subjected to  it. 

In this sense, any action of symbolic violence which succeeds ~n 
imposing itself (1.e in imposing misrecoyition of the violence which is 
its objective truth) objectively presupposes a delegation of authority. 
Thus, contrary to  popular or  semi-learned representations which credit 
publicity or propaganda and. more generally, the messages conveyed by 
the modern media, with the power to  manipulate if not to  create 
opinions, these symbolic actions can work only to  the extent that they 
encounter and reinforce predispositions (e.g the relationship between a 
newspaper and its readers). There is no 'intrinsic strength of the true 
idea'; nor do we see grounds for belief in the strength of the false idea, 
however often repeated. It is always power relations which define the 
limits within which the persuasive force of a symbolic power can act 
(e.g. the limits on the efticacy of any revolutionary preaching or  
propaganda applied t o  the privileged classes). 

Similarly, prophetic action, i.e. an action which, like that of the 
religious prophet, an auctor claiming to  find the source of his auctoritas 
within himself must apparently constitute the transmitter's PAu ex 
nihilo and progressively win the adherence of his public, succeeds only 
to  the extent that it rests on a prior (though virtual and tacit) delega- 
tion of authority. If one is not to  resort to  the miracle of an absolute 
beginning (which the Weberian theory of charisma tends to  require), it 
is necessary to posit that the succeseful prophet is the one who 
formulates for the groups or classes he addresses a message which the 
objective conditions determining the material and symbolic interests of 
those groups have predisposed them t o  attend t o  and take in. In other 
words. the apparent relationship between prophecy and its audience 
must be reversed: the religious or  political prophet always preaches to  
the converted and follows his disciples at least as much as they follow him, 
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since his lessons are Ustened to and heard only by agents who, by 
everything they are, have objectively mandated him to give them 
lessonr. Though one must not forget the effects of prophetic quasi- 
systematization, wlth its allusions and ellipses conducive to pseudo- 
understanding and misunderstanding, the fact remains that the likell- 
hood of success for the prophetic message cannot be deduced from the 
intrinslc properties of the message (cf. the relative spread of 
Chrlstlanity and Islam). A verbalization which, oimply by stating them, 
consecrates, i.e. sanctifies and mnctlons, the expectations it meets, can 
add its own specifically symbollc strength to the pre-existing power 
relations only because it d ram Its strength from the tacit delegation it 
is granted by the groups or classes involved in those power relations. 

2.3. I .  A pedagogic agency commands the PAu enabling it to legitimate 
the cultural mbimty that it inculcates, only within the limits laid down 
by that cultural arbitrary, ie. to the extent that both in its mode of 
imposing (the lep'timate mode) and in its delimitation of what it 
imposes, those entitled to impose it (the legitimate educators) and 
those on whom it is Imposed (the legitimate addressees), it reproduces 
the fundamental principles of the culmml arbitrary that a group or class 
produces as worthy of reproduction, both by itsvery existence and by 
the fact of delegating to an agency the authority required in order to 
reproduce it. 

Gloss: It is all too easy to perceive the limitations inherent in the 
delegation when they are expllcitly defined, as they are whenever PA is 
exerted by an academic Institution; but they are also observed In the 
case of the PA of the famlly group (both In the dominant and in the 
dominated groups or classes). The dennitlon of the legitimate educa- 
tors, the legitlmate scope of thelr PA and its legitlmate mode of 
Imposition, takes very different forms, for example, depending on the 
kinship structure and the mode of succession, considered as a mode of 
transmission of power and economic goods (e.g. the different forms of 
division of pedagogic labour among the kin In patrilineal or matrilineal 
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societies, or in the different classes of the same social formation). It is 
no accident that the children's upbringing is the object of conflicting 
representations and a source of tension or conflict whenever families 
cohabit or whenever lineages or generations belonging lo  different 
classes cohabit within the same family (for example, the extreme case 
of conflicts over the right of adults from one family to exert a PA. 
especially physical repression, on the children of another family; this 
conflict over the legilimate boundaries of family PA aiways owes its 
specific form to the relative position in the class structure of  the family 
groups involved). 

2.3.1. I .  llre delegotion of the right of symbolic violence which estab- 
lishes the PAu of a pedagogt agency is always a limited delegation; i.e. 
the delegation to a pedagogic ogency of such authority as it requires In 
order to inculcare a cultud arbimry legitimately, in accordance with 
the mode of imposition defined by that arbitrary, entails the impossi- 
bilify for that agency of freely defiling the mode of imposition, the 
content imposed and the public on which it imposes it (the principle of 
the limited autonomy of pedagogii agencies). 

2.3.1.2. In any given soda1 formation the sanction$, materiai or sym- 
bolic, positive or negative, iuridically guaranteed or not, through which 
PAu is erpressed, and which ensure, strengthen and lastingly consecrate 
the effect of a PA, are more likely to be recognized as legitimate, i.e. 
hove greater symbolic force (by 2.1.2.4), when they are applied to 
groups or classes for whom these sanctions are more likely to be 
confim;ed by the sanctions of the market on which the economic and 
social value of the products of the different PAS is determined (the 
reality principle or law of the market). 

Gloss I: The recognition a group or class objectively accords a peda- 
gogic agency is always (whatever the psychological or ideological varia- 
tions of the corresponding experience) a function of the degree t o  
which the market value and symbolic value of its members depend on  
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their transformation ahd consecratioh by that agency's PA. It is there. 
fore understandable that the medieval nobility should have had little 
interest in Scholastic education and thst, in contrast, the ruling classes 
of the Greek city-states should have had recourse to the services of the 
Sophists or rhetors; and again, that in modern societies the middle 
classes, and more precisely those middle-class fractions whose ascension 
most directly depends on the School, differ from the working classes by 
an academic docility which is expressed in, among other things, their 
particular sensitivity to the symbolic effect of punishments or rewards 
and more precisely to the social-certification effect of academic qualifi- 
cations. 

Gloss 2: The more unified the market on which the value of the 
products of the dlfferent PAS Is determlned, the more the groups or 
classes which have undergone a PA Lnculcatlng a dominated cultural 
arbitrary are llkely to have the valuelessness of their cultural attainment 
brought home to them both by the anonymous sanctions of the labour 
market and by the symbolic sanctions of +he cultural market (e.g. the 
matrlmonial market), not to mentlon academic verdicts, which are 
always charged with economic and symbolic implications. These calls to 
order tend t o  produce in them, if not expllclt recognition of the 
domlnant culture as the legitimate culture, then at least an insidious 
awareness of the cultural unworthiness of thelr own acquirements. 
Thus, by unifying the market on which the value of the products of the 
different PAS is determined, bourgeols society (as compared, for 
example, with feudal soclety) has multiplied the opportunities for 
subjecting the products of the dominated PAS to  the evaluatlve criteria 
of the legitimate culture, thereby affirming and confirming its doml- 
nance in the symbolic order. In such a social formation, the relation 
between the dominated PAS and the dominant PA can thus be under 
stood by analogy with the relatlon set up, in a dualistic economy. 
between the dominant mode of production and the dominated modes 
of production (e.g. traditional agriculture and crafts), whose products 
are subjected t o  the laws of a market domhated by the products of the 

capitalist mode of production. At the same time, the unification of the 
symbolic market, however far advanced, in no way prevents the domi- 
nated PAS from imposing recognition of their legitimacy, at least for a 
time and in certaln a rea  of practice, on tho* who undergo them, 
although their products are destlned t o  discover that the cultural 
arbitrary whose worth they have had to recognize in order to acquire it 
is worthless on an economic or symbolic market dominated by the 
cultural arbitrary of the domlnant classes (e.g. the conflicts accompany- 
ing acculturation into the dominant culture, whether for the colonized 
intellectual - the man the Algerians call m'turni - or for the intellec- 
tual of dominated-class origin, condemned to reassess paternal 
authority, with all the renunciations, repressions or accommodations 
this involves). 

2.3.1.3. m e  more dtrectly a pedwgic apncy reproduces, in the 
arbihmy content that it inculcates, the cultuml arbitnuy ofthe group 
or class which delemtes to it its PAu, the leu need it has to affirm and 
fusti@ its own legiflmcy. 

Gloss: In this respect, the PA exerted in a traditional society contltutes 
a Hmitlng case since, in relaying an undifferentiaied and iherefore 
indisputable and undisputed social authority, it is accompanied 
neither by an ldedoglcal justification of PAu as such, nor by technical 
reflexion on the instruments of PA. The same is true when a pedagogic 
agency h a  the prindpal if not sole function of reproducing the Life- 
style of a dominant clau or a fractlon of the dominant class (e.g. the 
training of  the young nobleman by fanning him out t o  a noble house-. 
hold - 'fosterage' - or, to a lesser extent, the makin% of the English 
gentleman in traditional Oxford). 

23.2. Inaofm as the success of m y  PA is a function of the degree to 
uf~lch the r e d m  recognise the PAu of the pedogogr'c agency and the 
desree to which they have mastered the cultuml code used in pedogogrgrc 
communlcatron, the NCCW of any gfvm PA in any given socialfotmcr- 
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tion is a funcffon of the system of relations between h e  culhrml 
arblfmy Imposed by that PA, the dominant culhrml arbifmry in that 
soclal formatlon, and the culhrml arblhmy Inculcated by the earliest 
phase of upbringing wlthln the gmups or classes from which those 
undergoing the PA originate (by 2.1.2. 2.1.3, 2.2.2 and 2.3). 

Gloss: It is sufficient to situate the different Mstorlcal forms of PA,or 
the different PAS simultaneously operating in a soclal formation, by 
reference to these three principles of variation, in order to explain the 
likelihood of these PAS and the cultures they impose being recognized 
by groups or classes differently situated with respect to the pedagogic 
agencies and with respect to the dominant groups or classes. It goes 
without saying that the adequacy with wMch the characteristics of a PA 
are accounted for by reference to these'three dimensions rises with the 
degree of integration of the different PAS of the same social formation 
into an objectively hlerarchized system, i.e. rises in proportlon as the 
market on whlch the economic and tymbollc value of the product of a 
dominated PA ia constituted, is more fully unified, so that the product 
of a dominated PA is that much more likely to be subjected to the 
prlnclples of evaluation reproduced by the dominant PA. 

2.3.2.1. In any given sociol formatlon, the differential success of the 
domlnant PA as between the groups or clarsea is a finction of ( I )  the 
pedagogic ethos proper to a gmup or class, ie. the system of disposl- 
tions towards that PA and the agency exerting it, defined as the 
product of the intermlimtion of (a) the wlue which the dominant 
PA cunfers by its sanctiom on the pmduch of the different family PAS 
and (b) the wlue which, by thelr objecfive sanctions, the different 
soclal markets confer on the products of the dommant PA according to 
the group or class from whlch they come; and (2) cultural capital, i.e. 
the nrlhrral goods fmnsmltted by the different f f m n  PAS. whose value 
qua culruml capltal varies with the distance between the cultural 
arblfmy Imposed by the domlnant PA and the culhrml arbitmy 
lnculcared by the family PA wirhln the different groups or classes (by 
2.2.2. 2.3.1.2 and 2.3.2). 
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2.3.3. Insofar as it derives its PAu from a delegation of authorily. PA 
tends to produce in those who undergo it the relation which members 
of a group or class have to their culrure, ie. misrecognition of the 
objective truth of  that culhrre as a mlhrral arbitrary (ethnocentrism). 

2.3.3.1. In any given social formation, the system of PAS, insofar as it is 
subject to the effect of domination by the dominant PA, tends to 
reproduce, both in the dominant and in the dominated classes. mis- 
recognltion of the fwth of the legitimate culture as the dominant 
cultural arbltmry. whose reproduction contributes towards reproducing 
the power relations (by 1.3.1). 

3. PEDAGOGIC WORK 

3. lnsofar as it is the arbitrary imposition of a cultural arbitrary 
presupposing PAu, i.e. a delegation of authority (by 1 and 2), which 
requires the pedagogic agency to reproduce the principles of the 
cultuml arbitrary which a group or class imposes as wrthy of reproduc- 
tion both by its very existence and by the fact of delegating to an 
agency the aurhoriry needed in order to reproduce it (by 2.3 and 
2.3.1). PA entails pedagogic work (PW), a process of inculcation which 
must last long enough to produce a durable training, i.e. a habitus, the 
product of  internalization of the principles of a cultural arbifmry 
wpoble of perpetuating itself offer PA has ceased and thereby of 
perpetuating in practices the principles of the internalized arbitrary. 

Gloss I :  As an action which has to last a certain time in order to 
produce a lasting habitus, i.e. an action of imposing and inculcating an 
arbitrary which can be fully achieved only through PW, PA is dis- 
tinguished from discontinuous and extraordinary actions of symbolic 
violence like those of the prophet, the intellectual 'creator' or the 
sorcerer. Such actions of symbolic imposition are able to bring about 
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the profound and lasting transformation of those they reach only to the 
extent that they are prolonged In an action of continuous inculcation, 
i.e. in a pmcen of PW (sacerdotal preaching and commentary or 
professorial commentary on the 'classics'). m e  conditions required for 
the performance of PW ('the educator', says Marx, 'himself needs to be 
educated') are such that every pedagogic agency is characterized by a 
longer structural duration, other things being equd, than other agencies 
exercising a power of symbolic violence, because it  tends t o  reproduce, 
so far as its relative autonomy allows, the conditions in which the 
reproducers were produced, i.e. the conditions o f  its own reproduction: 
for example, the extremely dow tempo of the transformation of PA, 
whether in the traditionalism of family PA which, entrusted with the 
earliest phase of upbringing, tends to realize more fully the tendencies 
of all PA and is thus able, even in modem societies, to fulfil the role of 
a conservatory of inherited traditions; or in the inertia of educational 
institutions, whose essential function always leads them to self- 
reproduce as unchanged as possible, like traditional societies. 

GIoa 2: Education, considered as the process through whlch a cultural 
arbltrary is historically reproduced through the medium of the pro- 
duction of the habltw productive of practices conforming wlth that 
cultural arbitrary (1.e. by the transmission of a trainlng [formation/ 
capable of durably patterning and 'informing' the receivers), is the 
equivalent, in the cultural order, of the transmlssion of genetic capital 
In the biological order. If the habitus IS the analogue of genetic capltal, 
then the Inculcation which defines the performance of PA is the 
analogue of generation, in that it transmits information generative of 
analo((ous information. 

3.1. Insofir as tt is a prolonged process o f  inculcation producing a 
,umble training, ie .  produrn of practices con/orming with the 
principles o f  the cultwrrl arbitrary of the groups or classes which 
delegnte to PA the PAu needed for its establishment and continuation, 
PW tends to r e m u c e  the social conditiom o f  the production of  that 
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cultural arbitrary. i.e. the objective structures o f  which it is the pro 
duct, rhrough the mediation of the habitus, defined as Ihe principle 
generating practices which reproduce the objective structures. 

3.1.1. 7he specific productivily of PW is objectively measured by the 
degree to  which it produces its essential effect of inculcation. i.e. its 
effect of reproduction. 

3.1.1.1. 7he specifie productivity of PW, i.e. the degree to which it 
manage3 to i n c u f d e  in the fegi2imate addressees the cultural arbitrary 
which it is mandated to reproduce. LI measured by the degree to which 
the habitus it produces is durable, i.e. capable o f  durably genemting 
practices conforming with the principles of  the inculcated arbitrary. 

Gloss: The specific effect of PA may be contrasted with the effect of 
political power in terms of their temporal range, in which the structural 
duration of the corresponding powers of imposition is expressed: PW is 
capable of perpetuating the arbitrary it inculcates more lastingly than 
political coercion (except when political power itself resorts to PW, i.e. 
a specific educative programme). Religious power lastingly informs 
practices to the extent that it is incarnated in a church performing PW 
directly or indirectly, i.e. through the medium of the family (Christian 
upbringing). In other words, the power of symbolic violence of the PA 
which has recourse t o  PW is long-term, in contrast to the authority of 
political power, which is always confronted with the problem of its 
own perpetuation (succession). 

3.1.1.2. The specifie productivity of PW. i.e. the degree to which it 
manages to inculcate in the legirimate addressees the cultural arbitrary 
it is mandatdd to reproduce, is measured by the degree to which the 
habitus it produces is transposable, i.e. capable of generating pmctices 
conforming with the principles o f  the inculcated arbitrary in a gteoter 
number o f  dl/lerent fields. 
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Gloss: Thus, the hold of a religious power is measured by the degree to 
which the habitus produced by the PW of the corresponding pedagogic 
agencies generates practices conforming with the inculcated arbitrary in 
areas remote from those expressly regulated by doctrine, such as 
economic conduct or political choices. Similarly, the 'habit-forming 
force' (Panofsky) of Scholastic education may be seen in the effects it 
produces in the structure of the medieval cathedral or the graphical 
layout.of manuscripts. 

3.1.1.3. The specific productivity of PW, i. e. the degree to which it 
manages to inculcate in the legitimate addressees the cultumlarbitrary 
it is mandated to reproduce, is measured by the degree to which the 
habitus it produces is exhaustive, i.e. the completeness with which it 
reproduces the principlesof the cu l tml  arbitrary o f a  gmup or class in 
the pmctices it genemtes. 

Gloss: Although the congruence of the three measures of the reproduc- 
tion effect is not logically necessary, the theory of the habitus as the 
principle unifying and generating practices enables us t o  understand 
why the durability, transposabillty and exhaustivity of a habitus in fact 
prove to be closely linked. 

3.1.2. 7he delegation which establishes a PA implies. in addition to a 
delimitation of the content inculcated, a definition of the mode o f  
inculcation (the legitimate mode o f  inculmtion J and o f  the length o f  
inculcation (the legitimate training period], which define the degree of 
completion of PW considered necessary and sufficient to produce the 
accomplished form o f the  habitus, i.e. the degree ofcultumlattainment 
(the degree of legitimate competence) by which a group or class 
recognizes the accomplished man. 

3.1.2.1. In any given socialformation, the delegotion which establishes 
the dominant PA implies, in addition to a delimitation of  the content 
inculcatqd, a dominant definition ofthe mode and length of inculcation 
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which define the degree of completion o f  of PW considqed necessary 
and suflcient to  produce the accomplishedform of the  habitus, ie. the 
degree of cultural attainment (the degree of legitimate competence in 
legitimate culture] by which not only the dominant but also the 
dominated classes tend to recognize the 'cultivated man' and against 
which the products o f  the dominated PAS, i.e. the different forms of 
the accomplished man as defined by the culture of the dominated 
groups or classes, come to be measured objectively. 

3.1.3. Insofar as it is a prolonged process of  inculcation producing a 
durable, tmnsposable habitus, i.e. inculcating in all its legitimate ad- 
dressees a system o f  (partially or totally identical] schemes o f  percep 
tion. thought, appreciation and action. PW contributes towrds pro- 
ducing and reproducing the intellectual and mom1 integmtion o f  the 
p u p  or class on whose behalfit is curried on. 

Gloss: Only when it is seen that a group's integration rests on the (total 
or partial) identity of the habitus inculcated by PW, i.e. when the 
principle of the homology of practices is located in the lotal or partial 
identity of the practice-generating grammars, is it possible to escape 
from the naiveties of the social philosophies of consensus. Such socio- 
logies, in reducing group integration to the possession of a common 
repertoire of representations, are unable, for example, to apprehend the 
unity and the integrative function of practices or opinions that are 
phenomenally different or even contradiclory but produced by the 
same generative habitus (e.g. the style of the artistic productions of a 
determinate epoch and class). Moreover, the same habitus which en- 
genders a particular practice can equally well engender the opposite 
when its principle is the logic of dissimilation (e.g in apprentice 
intellectuals, who are inclined to play the intellectual game of self- 
demarcation in a particularly direct fashion, the same privileged-class 
habitus can generate radically opposed political or aesthetic opinions, 
whose deep unity is betrayed only in the modality of their declarations 
of position or their practices)? 
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3.1.3.1. Insofar as it Is a prolonged process of inculcation producing 
internalization of the principles of a cultural arbitrary in the form of a 
dumble, transposable habitus, capable of generating practices con- 
forming with those principles outside of and beyond any express 
regulation or any expliclt reminding of the rule. PW enables the group 
or class which delegates its authorify to PA to pnniuce and reproduce 
Its intellectual and mom1 integration without resorting to external 
repression or; In particular, physical coercion. 

Gloss: PW is a substitute for physical contraint: physical repression 
(internment in a prlson or asylum) is brought in t o  sanction the failures 
of internalization of a cultural arbitrary. And it is a profitable sub- 
stitute: although (and perhaps because) i t  is more masked, PW is in the 
long run at lestt as efficacious as physical constraint - which can 
continue to produce an effect once it  has ceased t o  be applied only 
inasmuch as it always tends to exert an additional, symbolic, effect 
(which is t o  say, in passing, that the emperor is never naked and that 
only an innocently idealist conception of the intrinsic force ofjustice, 
founded on the implicit dissociation of force from the legitimacy which 
it necessarily engenders, could lead one to speak, like Russell and others 
after him, of 'naked power'). Thus PW, insofar as it secures the 
perpetuation of the effects of symbollc violence, tends to produce a 
permanent disposition to give, in every situation (e.g. in matters of 
fertility, economic choices or political commitment), the right response 
(i.e. the one laid down by cultural arbitrariness, and no other) to 
symbolic stimuli emanating from the agencies invested with the PAu 
which has made possible the PW responsible for the habitus (e.g. the 
effects of sacerdotal preaching or papal bulls as symbolic reactivations 
of the Christian upbringing). 

3.2. Insofar as it is a tmnsfomative actlon tending to inculcate a 
tmining, a system of dumble, hnnsposable dispositions. PW, which 
cannot be exercised without PAu, has the effect of irreversibly con- 
firming and consecmting PAu, i,e, the legr'timocy of PA and of the 
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cultuml arbibury.it inculcates, by mosking more and more completely, 
through the success of the inculcation of the arbitmry, the arbitmriness 
of the inculcation and of the culture inculcated. 

Gloss: To see a vicious circle in the presence of PAu at the beginning 
and end of PA is to fail to realize that, in the order of genesis 
(biography and the succession of the generations) the PAu commanded 
by every PA that is exercised breaks the pedagogic circle to which any 
PA without PAu would be condemned, only to lock the recipient of the 
PW thus made possible ever more firmly in the circle of (group or  class) 
ethnocentrism. A paradigmatic image of this paradox is seen in the 
circle of baptism and confirmation: the profession of faith made at the 
age of reston is supposed to validate retrospectively the undertaking 
given at the time of baptism, which committed the infant to an 
education necessarily leading up  thii profession of faith. Thus, as it is 
accomplished, PW produces more and more fully the objective con- 
ditions for. misrecognition of cultural arbitrariness, i.e. the conditions 
for subjective experience of the cultural arbitrary as necessary in the 
sense of 'natural'. The man who deliberates on his culture is already 
cultivated and the questions of the man who thinks he is questioning 
the principles of his upbringing still have their rootc in his upbringing. 
The Cartesian myth of innate reston, i.e. of  a natural culture or 
cultivated nature pre-existing nurture, the retrospective illusion nec- 
essarily inscribed in education as an arbitrary imposition capable of 
imposing ignorance of its arbitrariness, is just one more magical solution 
of the circle of PAu: 'Since we have all been children before being men, 
and since it has long befallen us to be governed by our appetites and 
our preceptors, who were often contrary the one to another and who 
none of them perhaps counselled us for the best, it is nigh impossible 
that our judgements should be as pure or  as solid as they would have 
been had we had full use of our reason from the moment of our birth 
and we never been led but by reston alone.' Thus one escapes from the 
circle of inevitably confirmed baptism only to offer sacrifice to the 
mystique of the 'second birth', whose philosphicai transcript is perhaps 
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seen in the transcendentalist phantasm of the reconquest by the sheer 
power of thought, of a thought leaving nothing unthought. 

3.2.1. Zns&r as It is a prolonged process of inculcution producing 
more and more complete mlsrecognition ofthe twofold arbitrariness of 
PA, le .  recognition ofthe PAu ofthe pedogod'c agency and recognition 
of the legitimacy of the product. which it offers, PW produces the 
legitimacy of the product and, inseparably from this, the legitimate 
need for this produce qua legitimate product, by producing the legitl- 
mate consumer, i,e. one equipped with the social definition of the. 
legilimate product and the disposition to consume it in the legitimate 
manner. 

Gloss 1:  Only the concept of PW can break the circle in which one is 
trapped when one forgets that a 'cultural need' is a cultivated need, i.e. 
when one revers it from the social conditions of  its production. hus ,  
religious or cultural devotion, which engenden religious or aesthetic 
practices such as assiduous church-going or museum-going, is the pro- 
duct of the PAu of the family (and secondarily of the institution, the 
Church or School), which, in the process of a biography. breaks the 
circle of 'cultural need' by consecrating religious or cultural goods of  
salvation as worthy of being pursued, and by producing the need for 
these goods by the mere fact o f  imposing their consumption. Since we 
know that the need t o  frequent museums or churches is conditional on 
frequenting museums and churches, and that assiduous frequentation 
supposes the need to frequent, it is clear that breaking the circle of the 
first entry into a church or museum requires a predisposition towards 
frequentation whlch, short of a miraculous predestination, can only be 
the family disposition to cause frequenting by frequenting sufficiently 
to produce a lasting disposition to  frequent.' 

Genesis amnesia leads to a specific form of the Cartesian illusion in 
the case of the cult of art. The myth of an innate taste owingnothing 
to the constraints of apprentice$lip because wholly given at birth trans- 
mutes the determinisms capable of producing both determined choices 
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and ignorance of that determination into the free choices of a primal 
free will. 

Gloss 2: If it is not seen that PW produces indissolubly both the 
legitimate product as such, i.e. as an object worthy of being materially 
or symbolically consumed (i.e. venerated, adored, respected, admired, 
etc.), and the propensity to consume this object materially or sym- 
bolically, one is condemned to interminable speculation as to the 
priority of the veneration or. the venerable, the adoration or  the 
adorable, the respect or the respectable, the admiration or the ad. 
mirable, etc. that is, to oscillate between trying to deduce the disposi- 
tions towards the object from the intrinsic properties of the object and 
trying t o  reduce the properties of the object to  the properties conferred 
on it by the dispositions of  the subject. In reality, PW pmduces agents 
endowed with the adequate disposition who can apply it  only to certain 
objects; and objects which appear to  the agents produced by PW as 
calling forth or demanding the adequate disposition. 

3.2.2. Insofar as it is a prolonged process of inculcation producing 
more and more complete misrecognition of the twofold arbitrariness of 
PA, PW tends, the more it  is accomplished, to conceal more and more 
completely the objective truth of  the habitus as the internalization of  
the principles of a cultural arbitmy which is more accomplished the 
more the work of inculcation is accomplished. 

Gloss: It is clear why the social definition of excellence always tends to 
make reference to  'naturalness', i.e. to  a modality of practice entailing a 
degree of  accomplishment of  PW capable of effacing awareness not only 
of the twofold arbitrariness of the PA of which it is the product, but 
also of all that accomplished practice owes to  PW (e.g. Greek arete, the 
ease of the honnete homme, the sarr of the Kabyle man of honour, or 
the 'anti-academic academicism' of the Chinese mandarin). 

3.2.2.1. Insolar as it is a prolonged process of  inculcation producing 
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more and more complete misrecognition of the twofoldarbitrariness of 
PA, i,e. inter alia, misrecognition of the delimitation constitutive of the 
cultural arbitmry which i t  inculcates, PW produces more and more 
complete misrecognition of the ethical and intellectual limitations 
which are correlative with the internalizing of that delimitation (ethical 
and lo#caI ethnocentrism). 

Gloss: This means that the PW which produces the habitus - a system 
of schemes of thought, perception, appreciation and action -produces 
misrecognition of the limitations implied by this system, so that the 
efficacy of the ethical and logical programming it produces is enhanced 
by misrecognition of the inherent limits of this programming, a mis- 
recognition which is a function of the degree of completion of the PW. 
The agents produced by PW would not be so totally the prisoners of the 
limitations which the cultural arbitrary imposes on their thought and 
practice, were it not that,contained within these limits by self-discipline 
and self-censorship (the more unconscious to the extent that their 
principles have been internalized), they live out their thougl~t and 
practice in the illusion of freedom and univenality. 

3.2.2.1.1. I n  any given social formation, the PW through which the 
dominant PA is carried on succeeds all the better in imposing the 
legitimacy of the dominant culture the more it is accomplished. i.e. the 
more completely i t  succeeds in imposing misrecognition of the dom- 
inant arbitrary not only on the legitimate addresses of the PA but also 
on the members of the dominated groups or classes (the dominant 
ideology of the.legitimate culture as the only authentic culture, i.e. as 
universal culture). 

3.2.2.1.2. I n  any given social f o m t i o n ,  the PW through which the 
dominant PA is cammed on alwys has a function of keeping order, i.e. 
of repmducing the structure of the power relatiom between the groups 
or classes, inasmuch as, by inculcation or exclllsion, it tends to  impose 
recognition of the legitimacy of the dominant culture on the members 
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of the dominated groups or classes, and to  make them internalize, to  a 
vahble ertent, disciplines and censorships which best serve the 
material and symbolic interests ofthe dominant groups or classes when 
they take the form of selfdiscipline and self-censorship. 

3.2.2.1.3. I n  any given socialformation, because the PW through which 
the domimnt PA is b e d  on tends to  impose recognition of the 
legitimacy of the dominant culture on the members of the dominated 
groups or classes, i t  tends at the same time to impose on them, by 
inculcation or exclusion. recognition of the illegitimacy of their own 
cultural arbitrary. 

Gloss: Contrary to an impoverished conception of the symbolic 
violence one class exerts on another through the medium of education 
(a conception paradoxically common to those who denounce an ideo- 
logical domination reduced to the image of forced feeding and those 
who affect to deplore the imposition of culture 'not made for them' on 
children of 'humble origin'), a dominant PA tends not so much to 
inculcate the information constituting the dominant culture (if only 
because PW has a lower specific productivity and a shorter duration 
when applied to poups or classes lower down the social scale) as to 
inculcate the fait accompli of the legitimacy of the dominant culture. It 
may do so by inducing those excluded from the ranks of the legitimate 
addressees (whether before formal education, as in most societies, or 
during it) to internalize the legitimacy of their exclusion; by making 
those it relegates to second-order teaching recognize the inferiority of 
this teaching and its audience; or by inculcating, through submission to 
academic disciplines and adherence to cultural hierarchies, a trans- 
posable, generalized disposition with regard to social disciplines and 
hierarchies. 

In short, in every case, the major thrust of the imposition of 
recognition of the dominant culture as legitimate culture and, by the 
same token, of the illegitimacy of the cultures of the dominated groups 
or classes, comes from exclusion, which perhaps has most symbolic 
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force when it assumes the guise of self-exclusion. It is. as if the 
legitimate duration of the PW conceded to the dominated classes was 
objectively defined as the necessary and sufficient length of time for 
the fact of exclusion to take on its full symbolic force, i.e. appear to 
those tindergoing it as the sanction on their cultural unworthiness, and 
for ignorance of the law of legitimate culture t o  be no excuse. One of 
the least noticed effects of compulsory schooling is that it succeeds in 
obtaining from the dominated classes a recognition of legitimate know- 
ledge and know-how (e.g, in law, medicine, technology, entertainment 
or art), entailing the devaluation of the knowledge and know-how they 
effectively command (e,g. customary law, home medicine, craft tech- 
niques, folk art and language and all the lore handed on in the 
'hedge-school of the witch and the shepherd', as Michelet puts it) and 
so providing a market for material and especially symbolic products of 
which the means of production (not least, higher education) are vir- 
tually monopolized by the dominant classes (e.g clinical diagnosis, legal 
advice, the culture industry, etc.). 

3.3. Insofar as PW is an irreversible process producing, in the time 
required for inculcation, an irreversible disposition, i.e. a disposition 
which cannot itself be repressed or tmnsformed except by an irrever- 
sible process producing in turn a new irreversible disposition, primary 
PA (the earliest phase of upbringrng), which is cam'ed out by PW 
without any antecedent (primary PW), produces a primary habitus, 
chamcteristic of a group or class, which is the basis for the subsequent 
formation of any other habitus. 

Gloss: Husserl discovers the self-evident fact of the empirical genealogy 
of consciousness: 'I have had the education of a German, not that of a 
Chinaman. But also that of a small-town dweller, in the family and 
school of a petty-bourgeois, not that of a great landowner, brought up 
in a cadet school.' And he observes that while one can always acquire a 
theoretic knowledge of another culture and even remake one's educa- 
tion along the lines of that culture (e.g. 'by trying to learn the series of 
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courses taught at cadet school' or by 'remaking one's education 
Chinese-style'), this appropriation of China is not possible in the full 
sense, any more than 'one can appropriate the Junker type in the full 
sense, in its fully concrete being'. 

3.3.1. l%e specific degree of productivity of any PW other than pri- 
mary PW (secondary PW) is a function of the distance between the 
habitus it tends to inculcate (i.e. the cultural arbitmry it imposes) and 
the habitus inculcated by the previous phases ofPWand ultimately by 
primary PW (i.e. the initial cultuml arbitrary). 

Gloss I :  The success of all school education, and more generally of all 
secondary PW, depends fundamentally on the education previously 
accomplished in the earliest years of life, even and especially when the 
educational system denies this primacy in its ideology and practice by 
making the school career a history with no pre-history: we know that 
through all the skill-learning processes of everyday life, and particularly 
through the acquisition of the mother tongue or  the manipulation of 
kinship terms and relationships, logical dispositions are mastered in 
their practical state. These dispositions, more or less complex, more or 
less elaborated symbolically, depending on the group or class, pre- 
dispose children unequally towards symbolic mastery of the operations 
implied as much in a mathematical demonstration as in decoding a 
work of art. 

Gloss 2: Equally one sees the naivety of posing the problem of the 
differential efficacy of the various agencies of symbolic violence (e.g. 
family, school, modem media) while neglecting - like the devotees of 
the cult of the omnipotence of schooling or the prophets of the 
all-powerfulness of the mass media - the irreversibility of learning 
processes. Because leaming is an irreversible process, the habitus 
acquired within the family fo rm the basis of the reception and assimi- 
lation of the classroom message, a d t h e  habitus acquired at school 
conditions the level of reception and degree of assimilation of the 
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messages produced and diffused by the culture industcy, and, more 
generally, of any intellectual or semi-intellectual message. 

3.3.1.1. Any given mode of inculcation is characterized (in the respect 
considered in 3.3.1 ] by the position it occupies between (I ] the mode 
of inculcation aiming to bring about the complete substitution of one 
habitus for another (conversion] and (2)  the mode of inculcation 
aiming purely and simply to confirm the primary habitus (maintenance 
or reinformment]. 

Gloss: The essential characteristics of secondary PW seeking to bring 
about a radical conversion (metanola] may be deduced from the fact 
that such operations are required to organize the social conditions of 
their performance with a view to killing off the 'old man' and en: 
gendering the new habitus ex nihilo. Consider, for,example, the ten. 
dency to pedagogic formalism, i.e. the flaunting of the arbitrariness of 
the inculcatiori as arbitrariness for its own sake, and more generally the 
imposition of rules for rules' sake, which is the main feature of the 
mode of inculcating proper to the PAS of conversion: e.g. exercises of 
piety and self-mortification (Pascal's "abdtissez-vous"), military drill, 
etc. In this respect, 'total' institutions (barracks, convents, prisons, 
asylums, boarding schools) unambiguously demonstrate the decul- 
turating and reculturating techniques required by PW seeking to pro. 
duce a habitus as similar as possible to that produced in the earliest 
phase of life, while having to reckon wlth a precxisting habitus. At the 
other extreme, the traditional institutions for young ladies of good 
family represent the paradigmatic form of all institutions which, thanks 
to the mechanlams of selection and self-selection, address themselves 
exclusively to agents endowed with a habltus as little different as 
possible' from the one to be produced, and can therefore content 
themselves with ostentatiously organizing all the appearances of really 
effective training (e.g. the Ecole Natlomle d'Adminismtion). If, in all 
periods when the ruling classes entrust the earliest phase of their 
children's upbringing to agents from the lower classes, the educational 
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institutions resewed for them have all the characteristics of the total 
institution, this is because they are obliged to effect nothing less than a 
reeducation (e.g. boarding-school life in the Jesuit colleges or in the 
nineteenth-century German and Russian gymnasia). 

3.3.1.2. Given that the primary habitus inculcated by primary PW is 
the basis for the subsequentformation ofany other habitus, the degree 
of  specific productivity of any phase of secondary PW is measured, in 
this respect, by the degree to which the system of the means required 
for caving out the PW (the mode of  inculcation] objectively takes 
account of the  distance between the habitus it a i m  to inculcate and the 
habitus produced by prevbus PW 

Gloss: Secondary PW is that much more productive when, taking into 
account the degree to which the addressees of the pedagogic message 
possess the code of the message, it creates more fully the social 
conditions for communication by methodically organizing exercises 
designed to ensure accelerated assimilation of the code of transmission 
and, therefore, acderated inculcation of the habitus. 

3.3.1.3. m e  degree of  traditionalism of a mode of inculcation is 
measured by the degree to which it is oblectively organized by refer- 
ence to a limited audience of le'timte addressees, i.e. the degree to 
which the success of  the secondary PWpresupposes that the addressees 
be equipped with the adequate habitus (i.e. the pedagog+c ethos and 
culhurrl capital proper to the groups or classes whose cultural arbitrary 
it reproduces]. 

3.3.1.3.1. Because, in any given social formation, the dominant mode 
of  inculcation tends to correspond to the interests of the dominant 
classes, i.e. the ledtimate addressees. the dif/erential productivity of Me 
dominant PW according to the groups or classes on nhom it is ererted 
tends to be a function of the distance between the primary habitus 
inculcated by pritmry PW within the different groups or classes and the 
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habitus inculmted by the dominant PW (i.e. the extent to which 
education or acculturation is re-education or decultumtion, depending 
on the group or class). 

3.3.2. Given ( I )  that the making explicit and the formalizing of the 
principles at work in a pmctice, i.e. symbolic mastery of  that practice. 
must logically and chmnologimlly follow pmctiml mastery of those 
principles, i.e. that symbolic mastery is never its own foundation; and 
given (2 )  that symbolic mastery is irreducible to the pmctical mastery 
fiom which it proceeds and to which it nonetheless adds its own effect: 
it follows (a) that all secondary PW pmduces secondary practices 
irreducible to the primary practices o f  which it gives symbolic mastery. 
and (6 )  that the secondary mastery which it pmduces presupposes a 
previous mastery which is that much closer to simple pmctical mastery 
of  practices, the earlier this secondary PW comes in the biogmphicd 
order. 

Gloss: The teaching of grammar in school does not, strictly speaking, 
inculcate a new linguistic practice-generating grammar: the child must 
already possess in their practical state the principles he learns to subject 
to logical scrutiny (e.g. conjugations, declensions, syntactic constmc- 
tions); but in acquiring the theoretlc codification of what he does, he 
acquires the capacity to do it more consciously and systematically (cf. 
Piaget and Vygotsky). Thls transformation is the analogue, in the 
biographical order, of the historical process by which customary law or 
traditional justice (Kadi Justiz) is transformed into rational, i.e. codi- 
fied, law derived from explicit principles (cf. more generally Weber's 
analyses of the process of rationalization in religion, art, political 
theory, etc.). We have similarly seen that the success of the prophet's 
action of symbolic imposition is a function of the degree to which he 
manager to make explicit and systematize the principles which the 
group he addresses already holds in a practical state. 

3.3.2.1. Any given mode of inculcation, i.e. the system of the means 
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by which the internalization o f  a cultuml arbitrary is produced, is 
characterized (in the respect considered in 3.3.2) by the position it 
occupies between ( I )  the mode of  inculcation producing a habitus by 
the unconscious inculcation of principles which manifest themseives 
only in their pmctiml state, within the pmctice that is imposed (im- 
plicit pedapgv), and (2 )  the mode o f  inculmtion producing a habitus 
by the inculcation, methodically organized as such, o f  articulated and 
even fomlized principles (explicit pedagogy). 

Glow: It would be a mistake to suppose it possible to hierarchize these 
two opposed modes of inculcatidn according to their specific pro- 
ductivity, since this efficiency, measured by the durability and trans- 
posability of the habitus produced, cannot be defined independently of 
the content inculcated and the social functions which the PW in 
question fulfils in a determinate social formation. Thus, implicit peda- 
gogy is doubtless the most efficient way of transmitting traditional, 
undifferentiated, 'total' knowledge (the assimilation of styles or 
knacks), in that it requires the disciple or apprentice to identify with 
the physical person of the more experienced 'master' or 'companion', at 
the cost of a thorough self-remission which prohibits analysis of the 
principles of the exemplary conduct; on the other hand, an implicit 
pedagogy which, presupposing.prior attainment, is per se ineffectual 
when applied to agents lacking that prerequisite, can be very 'pmfit- 
able' for the dominant classes when the corresponding PA is performed 
in a system of PAS dominated by the dominant PA and thereby 
contributes to cultural reproduction, and through it, to social repro. 
duction, by enabling the possessors of the prerequisite cultural capital 
to  continue to monpolize that capital. 

3.3.2.2. Given that all secondary PW has the essential effect o f  pro- 
ducing practices irreducible to the practices of  which it gives symbolic 
mastery. the degree of  specific pmductivity of any phase of secondary 
PW is measured in this respect by the degree to which the system of the 
means required for carrying out the PW (the mode of inculmtion) is 
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objectively organized with a vlew to ensuring, by explicit inculcation of 
codified formil principles, the formal tmnsfembility o f  the habitus. 

3.3.2.3. The degrees of traditionalism of any mode of inculcation is 
measured by the degree to  which the means required for carrying out 
PW are reduced to the pmctices which express the habitus and which 
tend. by the mere fact of being performed repeatedly by agents in- 
vested with PAu, to reproduce directly a habitus defined by pmctical 
tmnsferabilily. 

Gloss: PW i s  that much more traditional to the extent that ( I )  it is less 
clearly delimited as a specific, autonomous practice, and (2)is exerted 
by agencies whose functions are more comprehensive and more undif- 
ferentiated, i.e. the more completely it is reduced to a familiarizing 
process in which the master transmits unconsciously, through 
exemplary conduct, principles he has never mastered consciously, to a 
receiver who internalizes them unconsciously. In the limiting case, seen 
in traditional societies, the whole gmup and the whole environment - 
that i s ,  the system o f  the material conditions o f  existence, insofar as 
they are endowed with the symbolic significance which gives them a 
power o f  impoaition - exert an anonymous, diffuse PA without 
specialized agents or specified moments (e.g. the forming o f  the 
Christian habitus in the Middle Ages, through the 'catechism' o f  the 
calendar o f  feasts and the ordering o f  everyday space, or the devotional 
'book' o f  symbolic objects). 

3.3.2.3.1. In any given social formation, the primary PW to which the 
members of the different groups or classes are subjected rests more 
completely on practical transferability the more rigorously the material 
conditions of their existence subiect them to the impemtives of pmc- 
rice, tending thereby to prevent the formation and development of the 
aptitude for symbolic mastery of pmctice. 

Gloss: I f  one accepts that PW is that much closer to explicit pedagogy 

to  the extent that it resorts to  a greater degree o f  verbalization and 
classificatory conceptualization, then it can be seen that primary PW 
prepares that much better for secondary PW based on explicit pedagogy 
when exerted within a Bmup or class whose material conditions o f  
existence allow them to stand more completely aside from practice, in 
other words to 'neutralize' in imagination or reflection the vital ur- 
gencies which thrust a pragmatic disposition on the dominated classes. 
AU the more so because the agents responsible for primary PW have 
themselves been very unequally prepared for symbolic mastery by 
secondary PW and are therefore very unequally capable o f  orienting 
primary PW towards the verbalization, formulation and conceptualiza- 
tion o f  practical mastery which are demanded by secondary PW (e.g. 
the limiting case o f  continuity between family PW and school PW in the 
families o f  teachers or intellectuals). 

3.3.3. Given the delegotion on which it is based, the dominant PA 
tends to dispense more mmpletely with explicit inculcation of  the 
prerequisites o f  its specific productivity, the more completely the 
legitimate addressees have mastered the dominant culture. i.e. the 
greater the proportion of what it is mandated to inculcate (capital and 
ethos) that has already been inculcated by the primary PW of the 
dominant groups or classes. 

3.3.3.1. In a social fdrmation in which, both in pedagogic practice and 
in all social practices. the dominant cultuml arbitmry subordinates 
practical mastery to  symbolic mastery of pmctices, the dominant PW 
tends to dispense with explicit inculcation of the principles giving 
symbolic mastery, the more completely practical mastery of the 
principles giving symbolic mastery has already been inculcated in the 
legitimate addressees by the primary PW of  the dominant groups or 
classes. 

Gloss: Contrary to what is suggested by certain psychogenetic theories 
which describe intelligence development as a universal process o f  uni- 
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linear transfmhatioll of sensorimotor mastery into symbolic mastery, 
the respective primary PW of the different groups or classes produces 
primary systems of dispositions which differ not merely as different 
degrees of explicitness of the same practice but also as so many types of 
practical mastery unequally predisposing their bearers to acquire the 
particular type of symbolic mastery that is privileged by the dominant 
cultural arbitrary. 

Thus. a vractical mastery oriented towards the manipulation of . . 
things, with the correlative relation to words, is less favourable to 
theoretic mastery of the rules of literate verbalization than a practical 
mastery directed towards the manipulation of words and towards the 
relation to words and thin@ which is fostered by the primacy of word . 

manipulation. 
It is precisely when its legitimate public is made up of individuals 

equipped by primary PW with a verbally-oriented practical mastery, 
that secondary PW which is mandated to inculcate above all the 
mastery of a language and of a relation to language can, paradoxically, 
content itself with an implicit pedagou, especially as regards language, 
because it can count on a habitus containing, in practical form, the 
predisposition to use language in accordance with a literate relation to 
language (e.g. the structural affinity between teaching in the humanities 
and bourgeois pdmary PA). Conversely, in secondary PW which has the 
declared function of inculcating practical mastery of manual techniques 
(e.g. the teaching of technology in institutions of technical education), 
the mere fact of  using theontic discourse to make explicit the 
principles of techniques of which working-class children have practical 
mastery is sufficient to cast the knacks and tricks of the trade into the 
illegitimacy of makeshift approximation, just as 'general education' 
reduces their language to jargon, slang or gibberish. This is one of the 
most potent effects of the theoretic discourse which sets an unbridge- 
able gulf between the holder of the principles (e.g. the engineer) and 
the mere practitioner (e.g. the technician). 

3.3.3.2. Given that, in the type of social formation defined in 3.3.3. I ,  
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the dominant PW which uses a tmditional mode of inculcation (in the 
sense o f  3.3.1.3 and 3.3.2.3) has a specific productivity that much 
lower when it is exerted on groups or classes carrying out primary PW 
more remote from the dominant primry PW which inculcates, inter 
alia, a predominantly verbal pmctical mastery, such PW tends in and by 
its very exercise to produce the delimitation of its really possible 
addressees, excluding the dwerent groups or classes more rapidly the 
more completely they lock the capital and ethos objectively pre- 
supposed by its mode of inculcation. 

3.3.3.3. Given that, in the type of social formation defined in 3.3.3. I ,  
the dominant secondnry PW, which uses a traditional mode o f  inculca- 
tion and is defined as not fully producing the conditions for its own 
productivity, can fulfil its eliminatory function merely by ddault, such 
PW tends to produce not only the delimitation of its really possible 
addressees, but also misrecognition of the mechanism of delimitation, 
be. tends to bring about recognition of its actual addressees as the 
legitimate addressees and of  the len~th of the inculcation actually 
undergone by the dflerent gmups or classes as the legitimate length of 
inculcation. 

Gloss: While every dominant PA entails a delimitation of its legitimate 
addressees, exclusion is often canied out by mechanisms external to the 
agency performing the PW, whether by the more or less direct effect of 
economic mechanisms or by customary or juridical prescription (e.g. 
the numerus clausus as an authoritarian restriction of the addressees by 
ethnic or other criteria). A PA which eliminates certain categories of 
receivers merely by the effectivity of the mode of inculcation character- 
istic of its mode of inculcation conceals the arbitrarinesl of the de facto 
delimitation of its public better and more fully than any other, thereby 
imposing more subtly the legitimacy of its products and hierarchies (the 
sociodicy function).' The museum, which delimits its public and 
legitimates their social standing simply by the effect of its 'level of 
transmission', i.e. by the sheer fact of presupposing possession of the 
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cultural code required for decoding the objects displayed, may be seen 
as the limiting case towards which tends all PW founded on the implicit 
prerequisite of possession of the conditions of its productivity. The 
actlon of the mechanisms which tend t o  ensure, quasi automatically - 
i.e. in accordance with the laws governing the relations between the 
different groups or classes and the dominant pedagogic agency - the 
exclusion of certain categodes of receivers (selfelimination, deferred 
elimination, etc.), can moreover be masked by the fact that the social 
function of elimination is concealed under the overt function of selec- 
tion which the pedagogic agency performs within the set of legitimate 
addressees (e .8  the ideological function of the examination). 

3.3.3.4. Given that, in the type of social formation defined in 3.3.3.1. 
the dominant secondary PW whlch uses a traditional mode of inculca- 
tion does not explicitly inculnrte the prerequisites of its specific pro- 
ductivity, such PW tends, by its very exercise, to produce the legitimacy 
of that mode of possession of the prerequlsile acquirements on which 
the dominant classes have a monopoly bemuse they monopolize the 
legitimate mode of inculcation, i.e. Inculnrtion of the principles of the 
legitimate cultwe in their pmctinrl state through primary PW (the 
cultivated relation to lep'timate culture as a relotion of familiarity). 

3.3.3.5. Given that, in the type of social formation defined in 3.3.3.1, 
the dominant secondary PW which uses a mditional mode of inculw- 
tion does not explicitly inculnrte the prerequisites of  its specific pro- 
dr~ctivity, such PW presupposes, produces and inculcates, in and 
through its exercise, ideologies tending to justify the question-begging 
which is the condition of Its exercise (the ideology of the 'gift'as a 
negotion of the social conditions of the production o f  cultivated dis- 
positionrj. 

Uoss 1: A paradigmatic image of the typical effects of the ideology of 
'giftedness' can be seen in an experiment by Rosenthal: two gmups of 
experimenters who were given two batches of rats from the same stock 
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and were told that one batch had been selected for its stupidity and the 
other for its intelligence, obtained significantly different progress from 
their respective subjects (e.8 the effects on both teachers and pupils of 
distributing the school population into sub-populations academically 
and socially hierarchized by type of establishment - classical iycees, 
CESs and CETs,' or glandes imles and faculties - by section - 
classical or  modern - and even by discipline). 

Gloss 2: In the type of  social formation defined in 3.3.3.1, the domi- 
nant'secondary PW, characterized by a traditional mode of inculcation 
(in the senses of both 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.2.3), because its specific pro- 
ductivity varies inversely with the distance between the dominant 
cultural arbitrary and the cultural arbitrary of the groups or classes on 
which it is exerted, always tends to  deprive the members of the 
dominated classes of the material and symbolic benelits of the accom- 
plished education. It may be wondered whether a type of secondary PW 
which, conversely, took into account the distance between the pre- 
existent habitus and the habitus to  be inculcated, and was systematic- 
ally organized in accordance with the principles of an explicit peda- 
gogy, would not have the effect of erasing the boundary which tradi- 
tional PW recognizes and confirms between the legitimate addressees 
and the rest. Or, t o  put it another way, whether perfectly rational PW - 
i.e. PW exerted ab ovo in all domains on all the educable, taking 
nothing for granted at the outset, with the explicit goal of explicitly 
inculcating in all its pupils the practical principles of the symbolic 
mastery of practices which are inculcated by primary PA only within 
certain groups or classes, in short, a type of PW everywhere substituting 
for the traditional mode of incuication the programmed transmission of 
the legitimate culture - would not correspond t o  the pedagogic interest 
of the dominated classes (the hypothesis of the democratization of 
education through the rationalization of pedagogy). But the Utopian 
character of an education policy based on this hypothesis becomes 
apparent as soon as one observes that, quite apart from the built-in 
inertia of every educational institution, the structure of power relations 
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prohibits a dominant PA from resorting t o  a type of PW contrary to  the 
interests of the dominant classes who delegate its PAu t o  it. 

Furthermore, to  regard such a policy as congruous with the peda- 
gogic interest of the dominated classes entails identifying the objective 
interest,of those classes with the sum of the individual interests of their 
members (e.g. as regards social mobility or cultural advancement), 
ignoring the fact that the controlled mobility of a limited number of 
individuals can help to  perpetuate the structure of class relations; or, to 
put i t  another way, It entails assuming it  possible to generalize to  the 
whole class properties which socic-logically can belong to  certain mem- 
bers of the class only inasmuch as they remain reserved for a few, hence 
denied to the class as a whole. 

4. M E  EDUCATlONAL SYSTEM 

4. Every institutionalized educational system (ES) owes the speci/ic 
chamcteristics of its structure and functioning to the fact that, by the 
means proper to the institution, it has to produce and reproduce the 
institutional conditions whose existence and persistence (self- 
reproduction of the system) are necessary both to the exercise of its 
essential function of inculcation and to the fufilmentof its function of 
reproducing a cultuml arbitmry which it does not produce (cultural 
reproduction), the reproduction of which conm'butes to the reproduc- 
tion of the relations between the p u p s  or classes (social reproduc- 
tion). 

Gloss I :  The task is now to establish the specified form which the 
propositions stating in their fuU generality the conditions and effects of 
PA (1, 2 and 3) must take when that PA is exerted by an institution 
(ES), that is, t o  establish what an institution must be in order t o  be 
capable of producing the institutional conditions for the production of 
a habitus at the same time as misrecognition of those conditions. This 
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question is not reducible to  the essentially historical search for the 
social conditions of the apparition of a particular ES or  even of the 
educational institution in general. Thus, Durkheim's effort t o  under- 
stand the characteristics of the structure and functioning of the French 
ES on the basis of the fact that i t  initially had to  organize itself with a 
view t o  producing a Christian habitus which would as far as possible 
integrate the Greco-Roman heritage with the Christian faith, leads less 
directly t o  a general theory of the ES than Weber's attempt t o  deduce 
the transhistorical characteristics of every church from the functional 
demand which determine the structure and functioning of any institu- 
tion aiming to  produce a religious habitus. Only when the generic 
conditions of the possibility of an institutionalized PA have been 
formulated is one able to  give full significance t o  the search for the 
social conditions necessary for the realization of these generic con- 
ditions, i.e. to  understand how, in different historical situations, social 
processes such as urban concentration, the progress of the division of 
labour entailing the autonomization of intellectual tribunals or  prac- 
tices, the constitution of a market in symbolic goods, etc. take on a 
systematic meaning qua the system of the social conditions of the 
apparition of an ES (cf. the regressive method by which Marx con- 
structs the social phenomena linked to  the break-up of feudal society as 
the system of the social conditions of the apparition of the capitalist 
mode of production). 

Gloss 2: So long as i t  is not forgotten that the relatively autonomous 
history of educational institutions has t o  be reinserted into the history 
of the corresponding social formations, certain features of the institu- 
tion which first appear in conjunction with systematic transformations 
of the institution (e.g. paid teaching, the establishment of schools 
capable of organizing the training of new teachers, the standardization 
of educational organization over a wide area, examinations, Civil- 
Service status, salaried employment) may legitimately be regarded as 
significant thresholds in the process of the institutionalization of PW. 
n u s ,  although the educational history of Antiquity exhibits the stages 
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o f  a continuous process leadlng from preceptorship to the philosophy 
and rhetoric schools o f  Imperial Rome, passing through the initiatory 
education o f  the magi or the masters o f  wisdom and the independent 
itinerant lecturing o f  the Sophists, Durkheirn is justified in regarding 
the medieval university as the first true ES in the West, since the advent 
o f  juridically sanctioned validation o f  the results o f  inculcation (the 
diploma), Durkheim's decisive criterion, here joins the continuity o f  
inculcation and the homogenelty o f  the mode o f  inculcation. It is 
equally possible, from a Weberian standpoint, to  consider that the 
determining features o f  the educational institution an present with the 
appearance o f  a corps o f  permanent specialists whose training, recruit- 
ment and careers arz governed by a specialized organization and who 
find in the institution the means o f  successfully asserting their claim to 
a monopoly o f  legitimate inculcation o f  legitimate culture. 

I f  it is just as possible to understand the structural characteristics 
linked to institutionalization by relating them to  the interests o f  a body 
o f  specialists progressively gaining a monopoly as it is to  understand the 
latter in terms o f  the former, the reason is that these processesrepresent 
two inseparable manifestations o f  the autonomization o f  a practice, i.e. 
o f  its constitution as a specific practice. In the same way that, as Engels 
observes, the apparition o f  law qua law, i.e. as an 'autonomous realm', 
Is correlative with the advances in the division o f  labour which lead to 
the constitution o f  a body o f  professional jurists;in the same way that, 
as Weber shows, the 'rationallzatlon' o f  religion is correlative with the 
constitution o f  a priesthood; and In the same way that the process 
leading to  the constitution o f  art qua art is correlative with the 
constitution o f  a relatively autonomous intellectual and artistic field - 
so the constitution o f  PW as such is correlative with the constitution o f  
the ES. 

4.1. Given that ( I )  an ES cannot fulfil i h  essential function of  incul- 
cating unless it produces and repmduces, by the means proper to the 
institution, the conditions for PW capable of reproducing, within the 
limits of the institution's meons, ie. mntinuously, at the least expense 

and in regular batches, a habitus as homogeneous and durable as 
possible in as m n y  of the legitimate addressees as possible (including 
the reproducers of  the institution); andgiven (2) that, in order to fulfil 
its external function of  cultuml and social reproduction, an ES must 
produce a habitus conforming as closely as possible to  the principles of 
the cultural arbitmry which it is mandated to reproduce - the con- 
ditions for the exercise of institutionalized PWand for the institutional 
reproduction of such PW tend to coincide with the conditions favouring 
the Jiinction of reproduction, inasmuch as a permanent corps of special- 
ized agents. equipped with the homogeneous training and standardized, 
standardizing instruments which are the precondition for the exercise 
of  a specflc, regulated process ofPW, i.e. the work o f  schooling(WSg), 
the institutionalized form of secondary PW, is predisposed by the 
institutional conditions o f  its own reproduction to restrict its activity 
to the limits laid down by an institution mandated to repmduce a 
cultural arbitrarory and not to  decree it. 

4.1.1. Given that it must produce the institutional conditions enabiing 
interchangeable agents to cnrry on continuously, ie. daily and over the 
widest possible t e m ' t o ~ l  areo. WSg reproducing the culture it is man- 
dated to reproduce, the ES tends to  ensure that the corps of agents 
recruited and tmined to carry out inculcation operote within institu- 
tional conditions capable of both dispensing and preventing them from 
performing heterogeneous or heterodox WSg, i.e. those conditions most 
likely to exclude, without explicitly forbidding, any practice in- 
compatible with the function of  reproducing the intellectual and moral 
integration of the legitimate addressees. 

Gloss: The medieval distinction between the auctor who produces or 
professes original works 'extra-ordinarily' and the lector who, confined 
to repeated, repeatable commentary on authorities, professes a message 
he has not himself produced, expresses the objective truth o f  profes- 
sorial practice, which is perhaps most evident in the professorial ideo- 
logy o f  mastery, the laboured negation o f  the truth o f  the professorial 
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function, or in the magisterial pseudocreation which employs all the 
academic tricks and dodges in the servlce of an academic outclassing of 
academic commentary. 

4.1.1.1. Given that it must ensure the institutional conditions for the 
homogeneity and orthodoxy of  the WSg the ES tends to equip the 
ngents appointed to inculmte with a standonl Paining and standardized, 
standardizlng inrttuments. 

Gloss: The teaching tools which the ES makes available to its agents 
(manuals, commentaries, abstracts, teachers' texts, syllabuses, set 
books, teaching instructions, etc.) must be seen not simply as aids to 
inculcation but also as instmments of control tending to safeguard the 
orthodoxy of SW against individual heresies. 

4.1.1.2. Insofar as it must ensure the institutional conditions for the 
homogeneity and orthodoxy of the WSg, the ES tends to subject the 
information and training which it inculcates to a treatment the prin- 
ciple of which lles at once in the demands of the WSg and in the 
tendencies lnherent in a corps of agents placed in these institutional 
conditions, i,e. tends to c o w ,  standardize and systematize the school 
messoge (schooleulture as 'routlnlzed' culture). 

Gloss I: The condemnations which prophets and creators, and, with 
them, all would-be prophets and creaton, have levelled through the ages 
at profesorial or priestly ritualization of the original prophecy or 
original work (cf. the anathemas, themselves doomed to become classic, 
against the 'fossilizing' or 'embalming' of the classics) draw their in- 
spiratlon from theartincialist Uluslon that the WSg could escape bear- 
ing the mark of the institutional conditions of its exerclse. All school 
culture is necessarily standardized and ritualized, i.e. 'routinized' by 
and for the routine of the WSg, i.e. by and for exercises of repetition 
and reconstitution which must be sufficiently stereotyped to be re- 
peated ad infinltum under the direction of coaches (riphtiteurs) them- 
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pelves as little irreplaceable as possible (e.g. manuals summaries, 
synopses, religious or political breviaries and catechisms, glosses, com- 
mentaries, cribs, encyclopaedias, wrpuses, selections, past examination 
papers, model answers, compilations of dictums, apothegms, mnemonic 
verses, topics, etc.). Whatever the habitus to be inculcated, conformist 
or innovatory, conservaVive or revolutionary, and whether in the reli- 
gious, artistic, political or scientific fields, all WSg generates a discourse 
tending to make explicit and systematize the principles of that habitus 
in accordance with a logk which primarily obeys the requirements of 
the institutionaliatiin of apprenticeship (e.g. academicism, or the 
'canonization' of revolutionary writers, according to Lenin). If syn- 
cretism and eclectlcim, which may be explicitly grounded in an ideo- 
logy of the wllectlon and universal reconciliation of ideas (with the 
corresponding conception of philosophy as philosuphia perennis, the 
prewndition for imaginary conversations in Hades), are one of the most 
characteristic features of the 'routinization' effect of all teaching, it is 
because the 'neutralization' and de-realization of messages and. there- 
fore, of the conflicts between the values and ideologies competing for 
cultural legitimacy constitute a typically academic solution to the 
typically academic problem of reaching a consensus on the programme 
a8 a necessary condition for programming minds. 

Gloss 2: The extent to which a given ES (or a given department of the  
ES) obeys the law of 'routinization' rises with the extent to which its 
PA is organized in relation to the function of cultural reproduction. For 
example, the French ES exhibits more fully than othen the operating 
characteristics which are functionally linked to the institutionalization 
of PA (e.g. primacy of self-reproduction, inadequacy of research train- 
ing, academic programming of the norms of research and the objects of 
inquiry); and within this system, literary education exhibits these 
characteristics to a greater extent than scientific education. This is 
doubtless because few ESs are lesscalled upon by the dominant classes to 
do anything other than reproduce the legitimate culture as it stands and 
produce agents capable of manipulating it legitimately (i.e. teachers, 
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leaden and administrators, or lawyers and doctors and, at a pinch, 
littbrateurs, rather than researchen and scientists or even technicians). 

Furthermore, the extent to which the pedagogic and, a fortiori, 
intellectual practices (e.g. research activities) of a category of agents 
obey the law of 'routinization' varies directly with the extent to which 
this category is defined by its position in the ES, i.e. varies inversely 
with the extent to whlch it participates in other fields of practice (for 
example, the scientific field or the Intellectual field). 

4.1.2. Given that it must reproduce through time the institutional 
conditions for the perfomnce of the WSg, i.e. that i t  must reproduce 
itself as an institution (self-reproduction) in order to reproduce the 
culture i t  is mandated t o  repmduce (cultural and sociol reproduction), 
every ES necesmn'ly monopolizes the pmduction of the agents a p  
pointed t o  reproduce i t ,  i.e. of the ogents equipped with the durable 
training which enables them t o  perform WSg tending to reproduce the 
same training in new reproducers, and therefore contains a tendency 
towattis perfect self-repmduction (inertia) which is realized within the 
limits of its relntive autonomy. 

(;loss I: We should not see simply an effect of hysteresis linked to the 
structural duration of the cycle of pedagogic reproduction, in the 
tendency of every teaching body to retransmit what it has acquired by 
a pedagogy as dmilar as posdble to the pedagogy of which it is the 
product. In reality, when they work to reproduce through their peda- 
gogic practice the training of which they are the product, the agents of 
an ES, whose economic and symboUc value depends almost totally on 
academic sanctions, tend to ensure the reproduction of their own value 
by ensurlng the reproduction of the market on which they have all their 
value. More generally, the pedagogic conservatism of the champions of 
the rarity of academic credentials would not receive such strong sup- 
port from the groups or clasaes most attached to the conservation of 
the social order were i t  not that, under the guise of menly defending 
their market value by defending the value of their diplomas, they 
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thereby defend the very existence of a certain symbolic market, t e  
gether with its conservative functions. Dependence can take a 
thoroughly paradoxical form when operating through the medium of an 
ES, i.e. when the tendencies of the institution and the interests of the 
personnel can express themselves under cover of and within the limits 
of the institution's relative autonomy. 

Gloss 2: The self-reproductive tendency is most fully realized in an ES 
whose pedagogy remains implicit (in the sense of 3.3.1). i.e. an ES 
where the agents responsible for inculcation possess pedagogic prin- 
ciples only in implicit form, having acquired them unconsciously 
through prolonged frequentation of masters who had themselves 
mastered them only in practical form: 'People say that the young 
teacher will be guided by his memories of hls life at the lycee and as a 
student. Don't they see that this is to decree the perpetuity of routine? 
Tomorrow's teacher can only repeat the gestures of his teacher of 
yesterday, and since the latter was merely imitatinghis own teacher, it 
is not clear how any novelty can find its way into this unbroken chain 
of self-reproducing models' (Durkheim). 

4.1.2.1. Given that i t  contains a tendency towards self+eproduction. 
the ES tends to reproduce the changes occum'ng in the cultuml arbit- 
rary that i t  is mandated t o  repmduce only after a time-lag com- 
mensurate with its relative autonomy (the cultural backwardness of 
school culture). 

4.2. Given that it explicitly raises the question of its own legr'timacy in 
setting up PA as such, i.e as a specific action expressly exercised and 
undergone as such (school action) every ES must produce and repro- 
duce. by the means proper to the institution, the imtitutior~al con- 
ditions for misrecognition of the symbolic violence which i t  exerts, i.e. 
recognition of its legitimacy as a pedagogic institution. 

Gloss: The theory of PA brings out the paradox of the ES by juxta- 
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posing the objective truth of every PA with the objective significance of 
the institutionalization of PA. In abolishlng the happy unconsciousness 
of familial or primitive educations, actions of hldden persuasion which, 
better than any other form of education, impose misrecognition of 
their objective truth (since they tend towards the point of not even 
appearing as education), the ES would lay itself open to the question of 
its right to set up a relation of pedagogic communication and to delimit 
what deserves to be inculcated - were i t  not that the very fact of 
institutionalization gives it  the specific means of annihilating the pos  
sibility of this question. In short, the persistence of an ES proves that it 
resolves by its very existence the questions raised by its existence. 

Such a reflection may appear abstract or artificial whenone considers 
\ 

an ES actually in operation, but it takes on its full meaning when one 
examines moments in the institutionalizing process when the ques- 
tioning of the legitimacy of the PA and the masking of this question are 
not simultaneous. Thus, the Sophists, teaches who proclaimed their 
educative practice as such (e.g. Protagoras saying 'I acknowledge that 1 
am a professional teacher - sophistts - an educator of men') without 
being able to invoke the authority of an institution, could not entirely 
escape the question, endlessly posed in their very teaching, which they 
raised by profesing to teach; whence a teaching whose themes and 
problematics consist essentially of an apologetic reflection on teaching. 

Similarly, a t  momenta of  crisis when the tacit contract of delegation 
legitimating the ES is threatened, the teachers, placed in a situation not 
unlike that of the Sophists, are called upon to resolve, each on his own 
behalf, the questions which the institution tended to exclude by its 
very functioning. The objective truth of the teacher's job, i.e. the social 
and institutional conditions which make it  possible (PAu), is never 
more clearly revealed than when the crisis of the institution makes the 
Job difficult or impossible (e.8, a teacher writes to a newspaper: 'Some 
parents are unaware that Sartre's Respectable h s t i t u t e  deals with the e 
colour problem and imagine that the teacher - mentally deranged, 
dmgcrazed o r  whatever - wants to drag his class off to a brothel . . . . 
Others protest because the teacher has agreed to talk about the pill - 
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sex education is a matter for the family . . . . One teacher finds !ie is 
called a Communist for having explained Marxism to the sixth form; 
another learns he is suspected of religious propaganda for having 
thought it necessary t o  explain what the Bible is, or the work of 
Claude1 . . .'). 

4.2.1. Insofar as i t  endows all its agents with a vicarious authority, i.e. 
school authority (SAu), the institutionalized form of PAu. by a t w -  
step delegation reproducing within the institution the delegation of 
authority from which the institution benefits, the ES produces and 
reproduces the conditions necessary both for the exercise of an institu- 
tionalized PA and for the fulfilment of its external Junction ofrepro- 
duction, since institutional legitimacy dispenses the agents of the insti- 
tution from having endlessly to win and confvm their PAu. 

Gloss I: Resting as it does on a two-step delegation, SAu, the authority 
of the agent of the ES, is distinguished both from the PAu of the agents 
or agencies carrying on an education in a diffuse and unspecified way, 
and from the PAu of the prophet. Like the priest, the oftice-holder of  a 
Church holding a monopoly on the legitimate manipulation of the 
goods of salvation, the teacher, the officer of an ES, is not required to 
establish his own PAu, on every occasion and at  all times, since, unlike 
the prophet or the intellectual creator, auctores whose auctoritas is 
subject t o  the discontinuities and fluctuations of the relation between 
the message and the audience's expectations, he preaches to a con- 
gregation of confirmed believers, by virtue of SAu, a legitimacy by 
position which he is guaranteed by the institution and which is socially 
objectified and symbolized in the institutional procedures and rules 
defining his training, the diplomas which sanction it, and the legitimate 
conduct of the profession. (Cf. Weber: 'The priest dispenses salvation 
by virtue of his office. Even in cases in which personal charisma may be 
involved, it ib the hierarchical office that confers legitimate authority 
upon the priest as a member of a corporate enterprise of salvation.' And 
Durkheim: 'The teacher, like the priest, has a recognized authority, 
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because he is the agent of a moral body greater than himself.') 
Otice again the Catholic tradition offers the paradigmatic expression 

of the relation between the office-holder and the pedagogic office, with 
the dogma of infallibility, an institutional grace which is but the 
transfigured form of institutional PAu and explicitly described by 
commentators as the condition of the possibility of teaching the faith: 
'In order that the Church may be able to perform the task assigned to 
her as guardian a i d  interpreter of the sacred trust, i t  is required that she 
enjoy infallibility, that is, that she be assured of a special assistance 
from God, in virtue of which she is preserved from all error when 
setting forth officially a truth for the belief of the faithful. Thus the 
Pope is infallible when he teaches ex cathedra; as a doctor of the 
Church' (Canon Bardy). 

Gloss 2: Although educational institutions have almost always sprung 
from the lnicizlng of ecclesiastical institutions or the secularizing of 
sacred traditions (with the exception, as Weber points out, of the 
schools of classical Antiquity), the fact of common origin leaves un- 
explained the manifest simlladties between the personage of  the priest 
and that of the teacher, until one takes account of the structural and 
functional homology of Church and School. As happens with Durkheim 
(who nonetheless formulated the homology between the professorial 
and the sacerdotal oftice), the self-evidence of  historical filiation tends 
to  preclude further explanation: 'The University was made up in part of 
laymen who still had the clerical physiognomy, and of laicized clerics. 
Henceforward, alongside the ecclesiastical body there exlsted another 
body which, though separate, was partly formed in the image of the 
body to which it was opposed.' 

4.2.1.1. Any given pedngogic agency is chamcterized, depending on the 
degree of institutiomlimtlon of its PA, i.e its degree of autonomiza- 
tion, by the position it occupies between ( I )  a system of education in 
which PA is not set up as a specific pmctice but falls to virtually all the 
educated members of a group or clav (with only sporadic or partial 
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specialization), and (2) an ES in which the PAu necessary for the 
exercise of  PA is explicitly delegated to and juridically reserved for a 
corps of specialists, specipcally recruited, trained and mandated to  
cany out PW in accordance with procedures controlled and regulated 
by the institution, at fmed times and in fmed places, using standardized 
controlled instruments 

4.2.2. Insofar as it produces a SAu, an institutional authority which, 
resting on a two-step delegation, seem to be based on nothing other 
than the agent's personal authority, the ES produces and reproduces 
the conditions for the performance o f  institutionalized PW since the 
fact of institutio~lization is capable of setting up PW as such without 
either those who cany it out or those who undergo it ever ceasing to 
misrecognhe its objective truth. i.e. t o  remain unaware of the ultimate 
basis of the delegated authority which makes the WSg po~sible. 

Gloss 1: All ideological representations of the independence of PW 
with respect to the power relations constituting the social formation in 
which it is carried on take on a specific form and force when, owing t o  
the two-step delegation, the institution stands in the way of an appre- 
hension of the power relations which in the last analysis found the 
authority of the agents appointed to carry on WSg. SAU is the source of 
the illusion - which adds its force of imposition to  the power relations 
it expresses - that the symbolic violence exerted by an ES is unrelated 
to the power relations between the groups or classes (e.g. the Jacobin 
ideology of the school's 'neutrality' in class conflicts; the Humboldtian 
and neo-Humboldtian ideologies of the University as the haven of 
science; the ideology of Fkeischwebende htelligenz; or the limiting case 
of the Utopian vision of a 'critical university', capable of bringing 
before the tribunal of pedagogic legitimacy the principles of the cul- 
tural vbitrariness from which it proceeds, a Utopia not far removed 
from the illusion, cherished by certain anthropologists, that institution- 
alized education, unlike traditional education, constitutes a 'mechanism 
of change', capable of 'creating discontinuities' and 'building a new 
world' -Margaret Mead). 
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Inasmuch as it more fully masks the ultimate fotuidations of its 
pedagogic authority, hence of its agents' SAU, the 'liberal university' 
conceals the fact that there is no liberal univenlty more effectively than 
a theocratic or totalitarian ES, in which the delegation of authority is 
objectively manifested in the fact that the same principles directly 
establish political authority, religious authority and pedagogic 
authority. 

Gloss 2: The illusion of the absolute autonomy of the ES is stmngest 
when the teaching corps is fuUy assimflated Into the Civil Service 
(fonction~riration), so that, with his mlary paid by the State or the 
university institution, the teacher is no longer remunerated by the 
client, like other vendors of symbolic goods (e.g. the corporate profes- 
sions), nor even by reference to the services rendered to the client, and 
so finds himself in the conditions most conducive to misrecognition of 
the objective truth of his task (e.g. the ideology of 'disinterestedness'). 

4.2.2.1. Insofar as it allows the authority attached to  the office (SAu) 
to be deflected onto the person of the oflce-holder, i.e. insofar as it 
produces the conditions for the concealment and misrecotrtition of the 
institutional basis of SAu, the ES pmduces the conditions /ovouring the 
exercise of institutionalized WSg, since it deflects onto the institution 
and the gmups or classes it serves. the effect ofreinfomement produced 
by the illusion that WSg is cam'ed on independently ofits institutional 
conditions (the paradox ofprofessorial charisma). 

Gloss: Because sacerdotal practice can never so entirely escape stereo- 
typing as can pedagogic practice (the manipulation of secularized 
goods), priestly charisma can never rest so entirely as teacherly 
charisma on the technique of ritual deritualization, the juggling with 
the syllabus that is Implicitly on the syllabus. Nothing is more likely to 
enhance the authority of the institution and of the cultural arbitrary it 
serves than the enchanted adherence of teacher and taught to the 
illuslon of an authority and message having no other basis or origin than 
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the person of a teacher capable of passing off his delegated power to 
inculcate the cultural arbitrary as a power to decree it (e.g. scheduled 
improvisation as compared with the pedagogy which, in taking its stand 
on the argument of authority, always affords a glimpse of the authority 
fmm which the master derives his authority). 

4.3. I n  any &en soclolformcrtion, the dominant ES is able to set up 
the dominant PW as the WSg without either those who exercise it or 
those u f ~ o  undergo it ever ceasing to  misrecognize its dependence on 
the power relations making up the social formation in which it is 
carried on, because ( I )  by the means proper to the institution, it 
produces and reproduces the necessmy conditionsfor the exercise of its 
internal function of inculcating, which are at the same time the suf- 
ficient conditions for the j51lfilment of its external function of repro- 
dudng the legitinure culture and for its comlative contribution to- 
wrdc reproducing the power relatiow and because (2) by the mere 
fact of existing and. oersirtiMer_aa-imtil,,r,tn U imprie.i the in- 

+ - -  -. . - .. - .. - stitutional conditions lor misrecognition of the symbolic violence it 
exerts, i.e. because the institutional means awilable to it as a relatively 
autonomous institution monopolizing the legrgrtimate use of symbolic 
violence are predisposed to  serve additionally, hence under the guise of 
neunality, the groups or classes whose cultural arbinav it reproduces 
(dependence through independence). 

NOTES 

I 
I. 'The word diswsitlon rams particularl~ appropriate to express what is 

covered by the concept of the habllua (denfled as a system of dlsporltions): It 
expmssw. Rnt, the result ofan organizins action. with a meming very close to 
that of words such as "structure"; It can aIso denote a manner of being, a habitud 
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state (erpeclally of the body), and. In pnrticulnr, a predisposition, tendency. 
propensity or inclination' (P. Bourdleu. 1972. 1, p. 247) (trans.).. 

2. The word 'field' must be undentood in a 8tron.g sense, aa a 'field of forms' 
(see Translator't Note). 

3. Set up at the turn of the century (In the wake of the Dreyfus aflsir) by a 
coalltlon of Soclallst youpr and RcpubUeans, the Universifds populaires at- 
tempted to educate the worklng classes In humanist culture and posltlvlst sclcnce; 
the movement went Into decllne after about 1905 (trans). 

4. See 1964. 1. Ch. Ill. (trans.). 
5. See 1966. I (trans.). 
6. 'Soclodlcy': formed by analogy with theodlcy: see Book 11, Chapter 3 

(trans.). 
7. See glowary for these and slmilnr terms. 



GLOSSARY OF INSTITUTIONS 
AND TITLES 

Other  terms are def ined a d  ha :  in the text  or notes.  In general, the  
following list o f fe r s  'juridical' definitions; t h e  sociological realities o f  
prestige a n d  o p p o r t u n i t y  c a n n o t  be summarized here. 

Arrs cr mt'licrs 

baccalauriat ( ' h c  y 

CAPES 

cacique ' 

CE G 

CES 

CET 

closses priparaloires 

ConCOUII 

a concours (q.v.) in each sublect, for a small number of 
teaching posts In secondary education as o p g d  de I'Uni- 
versirt' (in fact a sine qua non for I post in higher 
education). 
a further educatlon college training technicians (Conserva. 
roire Narlonal dm Arrr ctMCtiersJ. 
the national school examination taken at about 18;thcrc 
are several types corresponding to  different curricula; 
molt - but not all - glve access to thefacullb. 
Cerrijicor dxprilude au Profermrar dc I'Enrei~nemmr 
Sccondalre: giving access la  a post In secondary education 
as professeur cerrifl, a category of lowar status than the 
agrbis; awarded by concwrs (q.".). 
(normalien jargon) the candidate who comes top In a 
major concours (also: 'major'). 
CoNPge d'~nnrrign;menr Gt'ndml: a secondary ahoo i  
giving a short 'modem' coune. 
Coll4gc d'Enreiflemcnl Secondaire: a secondary schod 
givins the various types of secondary schooling under one 
roof. 
Collige d'Enseignemenr Technique: a secondary teEhnical 
school giving a vocatlonal course after age 14. 
classes In the most important lycdes, preparing candidates 
for the concours of the pander dcolcs (q.v.). 
an annual, nntlonal. competllive examination. e.8. for the 
apt'#arlon or the CAPES. h c h  of the major pander 
t'coles hss its own recruitment concmrs. 

I 
Concwrs CPndral 

I doctorat dYlar 
ENA 

ENS 

grandcs t'coles 

licence 
lycde 

m~itrlse 
amojor' 
normalien 
Polyrechnique 

rhdre d'dkt 
section 
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a national competltlon for secondary school pupils (for a 
prlre). 
the highest unlverslty degree; see fhdse dVtat. 
the Ecole Narlon~lc d'Admlnlstrorion: a gronde icole 
tralnlng future hlgh-rmking Cldl Servants. 
the Ecole Normale Supdrlcure (me d'Ulm): Ihe pande 
dcole leading the academic hierarchy of the pander 
emle$ Its two sections, lerrres (Arts) and schnces, each 
recruit by concoun (see c l a ~ e s  prd.wraroires), about 50 
students a year, most of whom wlil bewme secondary or 
hlgher educatlon teachen or research sclentlsts. 
opposed to  the faculrb In the bl-partlte university system. 
the pandez dcoles dlffer considerably amongst themselves 
(e.8. In age at entry) but are generally characterized by 
seledtldty, superior faeilitlcr m d  guaranteed professional 
outlets. They Include ENS Ulm (q.v.) and several other 
ENS. ADlyrcchn~ue (q.~.), HEC (q.v.) 'Sciences Po' (the 
Politleal Science Institute), the Ecole Ccnrrolc and the 
E.N.S., des Mlnes. As well as these 'nrper.grandes' the term 
la also applied to a l a r p  number of less prestigious en- 
yfneedn~ schools. 
lhe Ecole des Hauler Etudes Commerciales, a grande icole 
whom graduates take up senior managerial posts in in- 
dustry end commerrr. 
spproxlmately the 'bachelor's' degree. 
lhe tndltional type of State secondary (chool (cf. CEG, 
etc.); thcra are now alao lyct'cs rechniqucs and Iyct'es 
modernes. 
the see 'master's' 'caclquc: degme. 

a student of the ENS. 
the Ecde Polyrechnique, a pride dcole whose studenls 
(p~l~rechnlclens) arc trdned for State adminislrativc 
posts; they tend to move sooner or later into the prlvate 
sector. 
long theall rcqulrcd ror the docrwar dVfat (9.v.). 
In secondary educatlon, denotes one of the lypcs of 
curriculum ('dasslcdl'. 'modern'. 'general'. 'practical' - 
also subdlvlded) leadlllg to  the baccalaurbt (q.v.) or a 
mrtiflcate of vocational training, etc. 
the llrst year of secondary schooling. the subsequent years 
(counted downwards) leading to premit're, rern~lnale, and 
the classes prdpamrolres (q.v.1. 


